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FOREWORD
A long deferred hope was fulfilled whe~ll..D.r!J:-I~ Shih of
the National Peking University accepted appointment as
Haskell lectur~r -fori:he summer ·Of 1933· His lectures on
culturaltr~d;in-mo-dern China-arehere pr~;ented un:der
a title selected by him expressly to characterize the nature
of the cultural transformation described- The Chinese
Renaissance.
The Haskell Foundation was established by Mrs. Caro-.
line E. Haskell as an aid to mutual understanding among
the peoples of the world, separated so long by their varied
heritages of culture and religion. She intended the Barrows Foundation to provide a scholarly presentation of
Christianity to the Orient and completed the circle by the
Haskell Foundation which brings a sympathetic interpretation of the religions of the East to the Christian West.
During the last decade all religions, in all parts of the
·world, have been awakened from the slow rhythm of p3;st
ages by new forces compelling startling and revolutionary
change. Since all cultures are penetrated by the same influences and all religions are of necessity wrestling with the
same problems, it seemed wise and in line with the int_ention of the founder to devote the Haskell Lectures during
this period of transition· to an interpretation of the process
of re-embodiment through whic4 old relfgions and c~ltures
·are assuming new and vital forms.
Both as .~11 int~rpreter ,of China's cultural renaissance
and as an'i~bassador of int~rr~cial.and int~~cultliral unJ~;~t~n&~g .:e~9~-ifu--~,..~ri- ici~~f1'Iaskell' lecturer.
Culturaltt_,he belongs to bothJ~.L.~<h.W:est .. The vast
changes 1ri the cultural life of China a'teso. recent as to fall
within the span of his youthful age and in many of these
vii
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movements he has been a pioneer and a trusted leader. His
western education and his work in the field of international
conciliation have given him the background and the detached vision necessary to an evaluation of the processes
ofintercultural penetration at work in his native land. The
personal note in some of the chapters was retained at the
urgent request of members of the committee who won in
the contest with Dr. Hu's self-effacing modesty.

A.
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

EusTACE HAYDON

PREFACE

T

HESE.Jectt.u:es.were.kdelivered inJuly, 1933, as the
Haskdl.Lectures .of.the,De artment. o( Co.m aratbr.io..;Religion\ .tn.,..th~ U niversj ty",g
J.£.agll.._}]le
~ri. g~inal btl.e of the series was "Cultura .. rengsjn..Present1 ~ ..China." With the exception of slight changes in the
language, tlie lectures are now published as they were delivered. My original plan to expand them with greater details and fuller documentation has not been carried au-,
partly because of a lack of time during my very brief visit
to this continent, and partly because of a desire expres·sed
by several friends who heard the lectures that I should not
change their familiar and direct form of communication.
These lectures are primarily historical. They are intended to describe, in the first place, how certain phases of
Chinese culture have been changed; and, second, to explain
how those changes have taken the particular course and
form they have taken. Both the description and the explanation are historical. If I have any thesis to present; I
want my readers to u~derstand that cultural changes of
tremendous significance have taken place and are taking
place in China, in spite of the' absence of effective leadership and centralized control by a ruling class, and in spite
of the deplorable necessity of much undermining and ero,...;;;:sion before anything could be changed. What pessimistic
'/'<?.hservers have lamented as the collapse of Chinese civilization,-.is-.exactl:y-the~.necessar,y~~undermin!ng __and"er:qsion
withogt.:whi~}t.ther.e.,cquld,J;lQt,:h<tve,been"the rejuvet;ati_on
oLan .. old . . civilization ...Slovv:l y ,.'"quieti y, but unmistakably,¥-·
the ..Chinese Renaissance is becoming .a reality. The prod-/
uct of this rebirth looks suspiciously occidental. But,
scratch its surface and you will find that the stuff of which
IX
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it is made is essentially the Chinese bedrock which much
weathering and corrosion have only made stand out more
clearly-the humanistic 9-nd rationalistic China resurrected by the touch of the scientific and democratic civilization
of the new world.
I wish to express here my gratitude to Professor A. Eus-·
tace Haydon, Head of the Department of Comparative Religion of the University of Chicago, and to the authorities
of the University, who, in inviting me to give the Haskell
Lectures, have given me the stimulus to think over thereGf:nt cultural tendencies in my country, not merely as isolated changes, but as individual parts related, consciously
or unconsciously, to a general historical movement. I am
deeply indebted to Professor and Mrs. Haydon for their
constant encouragement throughout these lectures. I am
grateful to Mr. Bruno Lasker of the Institute of Pacific Relations, who has been kind enough to read through the
whole manuscript, revise its English, and give me ten pages
of very frank criticism. I am also grateful to Mrs. Florence
Lowden Miller and Miss E. Clifford Williams, both of
whom have had the kindness to read and correct these
notes in manuscript. I wish also to· thank the University of
Chicago Press for publishing the. lectures.
Hu SHIH
October 5, 1933
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TYPES OF CULTURAL RESPONSE
HE problem of China, however multifarious and
complic::tted it may seem at first sight, is~in.reality

T
~problent:t\~~tf~i~~~~;;;t~f:r~~{~:~~J~~t~!~:7~·*,
a situation where an ancient civilization has been forced
against its own will into daily and intimate contact with
the new civilization of the West; where.th~pld,ciyilizatiot
~~s- clearl y_P.~?.Y,~.si).~,~l,f..h2P.SJ.~.~~1X,)P;.~~"~q~.a !~ )ll solyi~g
the pr~~!?i~g ,pt:o ~l~m-~~,2f,D~Ji,qp ~!.,!::JSi~,te.~.St!,,~~9J1QI,p.,i c,pres~ure, ~ocial v an,ci..,p~Ftical~di~or.,9,~r, .. a,.n~,:~n.t~.llectufll,cQnfu
sion; and where, for reasons hitherto never fully understood, the new invading civilization has not yet succeeded
in either grafting itself upon the traditional culture or being
extensively adopted in working out a new cultural equilibrium on a national scale.
The conflict has reached its most. acute stage during the
last two or three decades when, in the apt words of a keen
observer from the West,

•

.... economig_,_,.p.2fu.!,sal .an~ ,in,t~!l~~m.sm&z,~<::p~;e,lsewhere m ad,e ,the.IJ,Wil y)?.}'.gf;td)lal Stage~?, 11nd SD},al,l)}:l,<;J:"C::r.ll.el);tS o(.gr.Q.wth ;-J(-~~-HU~~S:.hJfl~2L~~~!.,~i~a~lJ.~~~~ The RenaJ§§e!!.S!!;
natwnahsm; the attempt to create a sovereign, umtary state, and Its
struggle against local particularism and centrifugal ambitions; the beginnings, on the eastern seaboard and rivers, of a!liillt~i\!l~~},!;!!ion,
with the criticisms and aspirations which are its natural accompaniment; the reform of local government, of education, of the financial
system, a!!.1_q(thep~m.R!.iS.a.~£...~t.~:~~St.Hf.~,q(Chine.se jurisprudence; the
partiaLqissolution .oUhe ~~e'!e.t~£!~ ins.t!,tp ~ion. o,(the .Chives e.._ family,
with the whole system of personal responsibilities and social relations
of which) t was the centre-all !he~e,,.a_n.d..,m_ps~Jse, ~hay_eJ:>e~np:ow:ded
into the' space of little more.than .a,g~neration.I
){H.
Tawney, Land and Labaurjn China, PP:.,I-2.
,_ ....,.... - -,.
.•
...... ·~·

...~·--4-·~ltl

~J'f4~

!

~
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THE CHINESE RENAISSANCE

This modern conflict of these diverse civilizations,
viewed in the light of history, is only one of the last scenes
of the great drama of world-conquest ·by the new civilization which began in Western Europe and spread both east
and west with ever increasing force and vigor until both
its eastward and westward movements finally met in the
great arena of East Asia. As the great drama slowly but
irresistibly unfolds itself, this new civilization is seen to
make fresh conquests at every turn of its onward march:
in its western expansion it subjected two new continents;
in its eastern sweep it crushed every old culture in Africa
~d Asia, also placing all of Oceania under its domination. A subcurrent of this gigantic hurricane, which blew
in a northeasterly direction from Western Europe, has captured the whole of the land of the Slavs, and swept across
the vast Steppes, till its head reaches the eastern shores of
the Pacific.
East Asia is the meeting point of all the three routes of
this aggressive civilization. Thus far it has met with no
·serious resistance. It is in East Asia that the grand finale
of this drama of world-conquest is to be staged. For it is
here that the civilization of the West is brought into direct
contact and conflict with the two "principal centers of the
civilization .of the East: the continental empire of China
and the island empire of Japan. Upon the final Westernization of these two empires depends the completion of the
· world-conquest of this new civilization.
It has been generally observed by all students of contemporary history that China's reaction to Western civilization is radically different from that of Japan. The difference is so great that it has shaped and conditioned the
entire history of these two countries during the last seven
decades. After 250 years of successfully enforced seclusion,
Japan suddenly found herself impelled to adopt almost in
toto the new ways of the Western invader in order to save
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herself.from the imminent danger of national humiliation
and, possibly, subjugation. This task of nation-wide Westernization has been undertaken with such rapidity and
vehemence that in the brief course of little more than half
a century Japan not only has become undoubtedly a pastmaster of all the arts and weapons with which the West
once threatened to overpower her, but is now actually
threatening to out-Herod the Herods of the Western world
in industrial and commercial expansion as well as in military and naval rivalry. On the other hand, China has
wasted fully a century in futile resistance, prolonged hesitation, spasmodic but incoherent attempts at reform, an~
disastrous wars of revolution and internal strife, and today
she is still displaying to the world the most pathetic spectacle of a once great nation helplessly struggling to stand
on its own feet again, and groping desperately to find ways
and means for the solution of her numerous and pressing
problems created and complicated by the impact of the
irresistible civilization o.f the West.
This sharp contrast.between the responses of China and
Japan to a more orJess similar situation of.cultural conflict,
together with the vastly different outcome in the destinies
of these nations, is so striking that one is tempted to pause
and speculate whether a .comparative.study. of. such. differeuces,in.the C\lltP.t:ll,t:~~p_c;>l}~s~s,mi':Y.l].<;,Jtxeveal·~ome useful clue to a better understanding of the problems of cultural control. May we not expect that, from such a comparative study, some generalization may be reached as to
the essential factors or conditions which may account for
successes or failures, rapidity or slowness, in any given
situation of cultural control? And may we not expect that,
from such studies, some further light may be thrown on
these problems by discovering different and distinct types
of ~ultural response of which the significance may not be
fully measured by apparent speed· or tardiness, or even ap-
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parent success or failure? Some such attempt, I believe, is
at least worth while for its suggestive value, if not actually
for any permanent scientific value.
What, then, are the factors or conditions which have
been responsible for the speedy success in Japan's cultural
adjustment, and the absence of which helps to explain
China's failures? At the outset, let us first eliminate those
factors which, like double-edged swords, may be used to
prove or to disprove a thesis. For instance, we may very
well ignore the relative size and geographical position of
China and Japan as decisive factors. For, while a country
~f small size and insular position may be more readily modernized in matters of communication and transportation,
it may be argued with equally convincing logic that a continental empire with vast territory and resources certainly
has greater advantages than her island neighbor.
Next, we may also rule out the frequently proffered explanation that, while China, which had never known or
met any civilization equal to her own, was too proud to
adapt herself readily to the enforced requirements of the
new civilization of the foreign invader, Japan was well prepared for Westernization by her long experiences in accepting and assimilating alien ideas and practices introduced
from time to time from her continental neighbors. Such a
theory is inadequate because, in the first place, it ignores
the historical fact that China was at one time under the
cultural domination of Buddhist India, which country was
revered by the Chinese people as the "Heaven of the
West," and from which has come the religion of Buddhism
that has for two thousand years remained one of the three
national systems of religious belief and moral teaching.
Second, it does not explain the very strong resistance of the
Japanese against the early advances of Western culture as
exemplified in the persecution of the Christians in the
seventeenth century, in the rigid and successful policy of
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years of seclusion from the outside world-a seclusion
by far more successful than any similar attempt by China
-and in the heroic anti-foreign movements in the middle
years of the last century when foreign ships were once
more forcing their way into Japanese ports. And lastly,
this theory entirely_ fails to take into account the very important historical fact that all the early Japanese movements of reform which heralded the new era in Japan were
started and fostered under the double war-cry: "Away
with the Barbarians" and "Down with the Bakuju (i.e.,
the Shogun)!" Inde~d, this hostile attitude toward the foreigner and his civilization has not died a:way with the dec- •
ades of apparent rapid Westernization, and is now articulately reasserting itself in the acts and utterances of its
military spokesmen.
What really needs explanation, therefore, is not the existence of resistance to a foreign civilization-which is universal and natural and without which there would be no
problem of cultural conflict to necessitate our study and
speculation-but the more fundamental question: Why
and how has Japan succeeded, and China failed, to overcome this natural resistan_ce to foreign culture and achieve
an early and speedy readjustment?
As far as I can see, there were three factors which contributed most substantially to the success of Japan's West-:
ernization. First, the existence of a powerful ruling class
.from which have come all the great leaders of the movements for reform and modernization. Second, the fact that
this ruling class was. a specially privileged and highly
trained military caste, made it possible for Japan to adapt
~erself easily to one particular phase of Western civilization which the other oriental nations have found most
difficult to learn, and which is most essential in securing
national existence against the invading powers of the new
civilization-namely, the phase of military and naval
2.50
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strength that is behind the scientific, technological, and
industrial civilization of the West. And third, the peculiar
political development of Japan for ,over a thousand years
has bequeathed to her a suitable and stable basis for a new
political framework which has served as a solid center of
gravity for all movements of change and has made steady
and continuous' progress possible in a situation pregnant
with every possibility of discontinuity and revolution. It
is these three peculiarly favorable conditions which, I believe, have enabled Japan to achieve what may be described as the most successful attemp.t of cultural control
• in any region with which the Western civilization has come
into intimate contact. A comparative study of these conditions in Japan and of their absence in China will bring us
nearer to a real understanding of the nature of the success and failure of the respective nations.
In any situation of conflict and control, the first question
naturally is: Who is to do the controlling? Whence shall
come the leadership in the work of control? The existence
in Japan of a very powerful ruling class in the person of the
daimyo and the samurai, who for centuries past had been
the real powers in control of the· central and local governments, offered a .ready answer to this primary question.
The leadership in the work of national reform must of necessity come from this class. It was but natural that all
the members of that brilliant galaxy of statesmanship of
the early Meiji era were members of this class: lw:o~.kura
and Sanjo were nobles; Ito, Yamagata, Kido, and Inouye
were sam1lrai of the feudal fief of Choshu; Saigo and Okubo, samurai of the fief of Satsuma; and ltagaki and Okuma, samurai of Tosa and Hizen. 2 It was they who were
behind the powers that brought about the end of the 700
years' reign of the Shogun and restored the governmental
• K. S. Latourette, Development of 'Japan, p. 127.
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powers to the long oblivious imperial dynasty. And it was
they who personally played the most important roles
in reorganizing the government and the finances, in framing the constitution and organizing the political parties,
in founding a new army and' a new navy and a new educational system, and in directing the national policies of
war and diplomacy.
·
This leadership of the ex-samurai of the feudal age was
powerful and effective, because they belong~d to a governing cla~s which was highly honored by the people and,
which, with the support of the emperor, had almost unlimited powers to carry their policies into effective execu- •
tion. It was so effective indeed that it was able to carry
out all policies·of Westernization in the face of a strongly
anti-foreign resentment among the ignorant populace, and
to avoid a premature foreign war even at the great cost of
encountering a powerful rebellion led by the popular leader
Saigo who favored an immediate war with Korea. For
twenty years this leadership carried on its work of national
reorganization with absolute and autocratic powers, and
dictated a constitution when it saw the time had come'for
a constitutional monarch¥.
Such an effect1veleadership was totallY.:Jacking in China.
Tlie age of political and militant feudalism had passed
away more than two thousand years ago. A process of so. cialleveling had been going on for so long that the social
structure of the nation was almost completely democratized. There was no hereditary aristocracy that could last
long decades without being relegated to the ranks of the
common people. There was ,no primogeniture to preserve
the big estates from being gradually reduced to nothing
through the process of equal division of property among
the sons of the family. Although there was always a hereditary nobility of the descendants of the imperial family, it,
too, was periodically swept away by the dynastic wars and

8
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by the usual processes of social leveling. The country was
governed by a civilian bureaucracy recruited from the
people through a system of fair and competitive examinations through which the sons of the poorest farmer or artisan could rise systematically to the highest administrative
offices of the empire. But this bureaucracy was one of civil
servants and was never born and bred to undertake the
leadership of the nation. Great leaders there were, who
arose to national pre-eminence and played important parts
in times of national crises. But under an absolute monarchy, those statesmen had to rely upon the good-will and
• confidence of their emperors for power and for the opportunity to do their work which might be easily undone by
the whimsical displeasure of the throne or by the succession
of a new emperor. And they krtew very well that there
could not be permanence in any work they might achieve,
for imperial confidence is fickle and the average length of
the reign of an emperor is short. The great statesman
Wang An-shih of the eleventh century had the complete
confidence of his ruler for sixteen years; but when the emperor died, all his reforms were nullified in a single year.
The modern reform leader K'ang.Yu-wei succeeded in winning the confidence of the Emperor Kuang-shu who, in the
year I 898, proclaimed a formidable series of governmental
and educational reforms which, if persistently carried out,
might have greatly accelerated the process of China's
Westernization. But even the emperor was no free agent
in his policy of reform! His period of great reforms lasted
only 100 days and was swept away by the reaction led by
his imperial mother.
From the middle of the nineteenth century to very recent times there were numerous men of intelligence and
foresight who saw clearly that the advance of the Western
civilization on the Asiatic continent could not be checked,
and that that civilization was in many aspects superior to
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our own. These men wrote and taught and tried to influence those who had powers to effect the needed changes.
But these intellectuals themselves had no power to do
anything on any large scale. Even Li Hung-chang-who
was probably the most powerful leader and patron in practically all the early attempts of Westernization, such as the
organizing of the new navy and army, the buildit:J.g of first
railways and steamship lines, and the seriding of first
Chinese students to study abroad-even he could not always secure the support and confidence of an ignorant and
suspicious court. When, in I 877, the Chinese Minister in
London, Kuo. Sung~t'ao, the most farsighted thinker of•
his time, urged him to go beyond the superficial reforms of
the army and ·navy and to undertake a more fundamental
program of national modernization, Li Hung-chang replied
in these most pathetic words: "My official duty is. to command the military; therefore I cannot but confine myself
to the reorganization of the army and navy. Even if I wish
to go beyond this and take up the more important and
fundamental reforms, it is certain that I shall never be allowed to carry out my wishes. I can only endeavor to do
what I can do." And Li Bung-chang lived to see that twenty years later (1898) even his Emperor was not allowed to
carry out his wishes for reform!
What a contrast, when we compare this pathetic situation of total absence of effective leadership in China with
the ease and efficacy with which the ruling class in Japan
abolished the Shogunate, re-established the Mikado, anq
rejuvenated the whole nation! In the absence of a powerful ruling class, leadership in China could not be located
anywhere. There was no enlightened despot, for the Manchu dynasty was already reaching its lowest ebb of racial
vitality; no enlightened nobility, for the Manchu nobility
and the Manchu military caste were long weakened and
ruined by two and a half centuries of easy and parasitic

Io
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living; and no powerful intelligentsia, for long centuries of
despotic domination, enticement of official life, and a purely literary and useless education had made the whole intellectual class passive, innocuous, and ineffective. The
highest ambition of a Chinese scholar of the old times was
to "gain the confidence of the monarch and secure power
to carry out his policy" (teh chun hsing tao). But as such
ideal opportunities rarely, if ever, came to him, he could
only write books and teach disciples.· And when, in a later
period, he came to be more emancipated in his ideas, he
would probably turn to preaching and plotting a revolu•tion, as many of his class actually did when every hope for
a pe!lceful reformation had disappeared.
This contrast may be best illustrated by comparing the
lives of the leaders of the Japanese reformation with those
of some of their Chinese contemporaries. ,Ito, one of the
greatest of the remakers of Japan, began his life as a samurai of Choshu and was one of the supporters of the antiforeign policy of his feudal chief. He soon became convinced of the necessity of reforming Japanese institutions
after the Western models and desired to go to England to
study. Against governmental propibition, he secretly went
to England with his few friends in 1863, working his
-passage before the mast.
After one year's stay in London, Ito had to hurry back
to Japan when he heard of the disturbing events happenine: at home. In the subseauent
vears.
~
"
.. h~ heram.e nne of
the most powerful builders of modern Japan. It is interesting to note that the year after Ito's return to Japan a
Chinese scholar and reformer, Wang T'ao (born 1828), also
went -to England at the invitation of James Legge, the
translator of the Confucian Classics, and lived three years
in England and Scotland. This Chinese contemporary of
Ito's was one of tt10s~_few early advocates of a radical reform of Chinese institutions and laws after the models of

-
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t!:e VJ.. c;:ster:.!l-~.!Lo~lli·- In h.is youth, he_ tried to influence the
leaders of the T'ai-p'ing Rebellion and advisec:l them to
~s.tabfiShbett.~r relatic_m~hips,with the Western, powers. For
this revolutionary connection he was persecuted by the
Chinese government and had to flee to Hongkong for his
l~fe. While in Hongkong he acquired a better knowledge of
English life and civilization through his close contact
with the English people. In 1864,-when Ito was.studying
in England, W~l}g,,I~~petitioned .. Li .•Hung-chang and
urged-him~o-~ril,'g ~bout reforms.which should aim at the
~cq~i;itio~ of,occidental.methodsJor-the.strengthening of
national defense and.tl:u~.inc~e;J,st;,Q(narional.wealth. Afte•
his stay in the British Isles and a tour on the continent of
Europe, he became all:the more ardent in his advocacy of
Westernization .. He devoted his remaining years to writing
editorials for newspapers,in-Hongkong and Shanghai and
exerted great influence over the reading public of his time.
He predicted that, in less than a century, the Chinese people would be able to master all the technique and methods
of the Western world and excel the Westerner in his own
inventions. But he also prophesied that the adoption of
superficial and externa~ things from the West would be
worthless and unreliable if such adoption were not preceded by the more fundamental changes in the method of
civil service examinations, the education system, military
training and equipment, and the whole system of law and
justice. He also often expressed his warm appreciation of
the constitutic;mal governments of Europe and mildly
hoped that the political system of China might be remodeled after such Western, and especially English, forms.
Wh~.12,Jn..~§79> .. W,~~g T~ao. visited Japan, h~ was enthusiastically .received by the Japanese intellectuals, for
his w!i!_i~gs were also read by the Japanese scholar~ who
could read Chinese. Had he been born as a member of the
governing class in Japan, he cou~d have easily made him-
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self an Ito, an Okubo, an Okuma, or at least a Saigo. But
here he was welcomed by his Japanese admirers as a great
classical scholar, a poet, and an editorial advocate of a
modernized China! He died an editorial writer, but he
lived long enough to see his Japanese contemporary, Ito,
write his laws of financial reform and frame, almost single- handed, the Japanese Constitution-:-when Wang T'ao
himself was still writing editorials!
The intellectual history of China of the last seventy
years is full of such instances of tragic failures of great intellects who wasted their lives and efforts in vain hopes and
~reams for a peaceful and orderly reformation of the empire. Kuo Sung-t'ao, the most modern mentality of his age,
was banished by the government and persecuted by his
own people as a traitor. Ma Chien-chung andY en Fu, two
of the best informed concerning the cultural heritage of the
West, began their careers as young prophets of the new
civilization and died with only a few books and translations
as their contributions to China's modern civilization, the
former having written the first systematic treatise on Chinese grammar, the latter having translated some of the
works of Adam Smith, John Stuart Mill, T. H. Huxley, and
Herbert Spencer. K'ang Yu-wei came very near the good
fortune of his Japanese contemporaries when he reached
his heyday during the "Hundred Days' Reforms" in 1898;
but he, too, had to live many years abroad as a political
exile and returned to his native country only after the
dynasty, which he had sought to modernize and rejuvenate, had already been overthrown by the newer movement of revolution. Sun Yat-sen, the founder of the Chinese Revolution and the Chinese Republic, too, in I 894,
tried to influence Li Hung-chang by presenting to him a
long memorandum embodying what he considered the four
fundamental principles of the Western civilization; but he
received no response from the old viceroy and had to de-
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vote.his energies to what he had already conceived as the
only-possible .. road~to a.new- China; namely,,the. road .of a
;fipoliti<;al__:p}d _sos;ial _revolption. And, historically he was
cfuite . right,Jor, in the absen<;e,oLa powerfuL and _effective
l~a_q~r.§JliR~11,f!-.D;Y~$!t:MF.,W1-<?.£~th,~..~-9C~8;!~~9:ll!.St}:lre,,t~~.te. . ~as
no short_.,.qJ.t,to nationaLJAod.er_niz,(ltion.excepqheJqng and-~
·~·<;trduous p~th ofrevolution.
Let us now return to the second group of facts in our
comparative study of the history of the cultural readjustment in China and Japan-the facts of the presence in
Japan, and the absence in China, of a highly trained anc:P
socially respected military caste, and their effect on the
process of Westernization in the respective countries, especially in the mastery of the martial phase of the Western
civilization, which is the most coveted and at the same
time the most difficult for an oriental race to learn. This
phase of Western culture, including the army, the navy,
their organization and equipment, and the arts and methods of warfare, is the most coveted because it was precisely this which first forced the non-European races to
~i'fl-t>he-We.st_e;;:n invader their most dangerous
enemy with weapons of war far superim~-1""'-t~--
was the thing most easily recognized, most feared, and
therefore most coveted by all races with whom the Western
culture came into contact. It was recognized by the primitive savage as well as by the most civilized of the old nations. And it was this phase which always served as the
beginning of the intr.oduction of the other elements of
Western civilization into these non-European countries.
The utility and efficacy of Western firearms and cannon
were very early recognized and accepted by the Japanese
samurai and by the Chinese generals fighting the Man&us
in the seventeenth century·. And it was the same phase
which forced China and Japan in the nineteenth century
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to make the first attempts in the direction of Westernization.
Unfortunately, this most easily recognizable and most
eagerly coveted phase of Western culture is not always
easily attainable by every nation. Indeed, it is probably
the most difficult aspect for most older nations to acquire.
A Chinese scholar once remarked: "1 t is easy for China to
acquire the civilization of the West, but it is very difficult
to master its barbarism. Yet I suppose we must first master this barbarism before we can feel at home in this new
civilization." By barbarism, he means the military side of
•-'le Western culture, which does not consist of mere up-to'.te equipment, nor mere effici~nt organization, nor mere
rc.,ourcefulness in man and money power, but which must
presuppose the existence of what may be vaguely termed
"the martial spirit," under which term may be included
the love for adventure, the almost primitive delight in competitive combat, the instinctive love and worship of the
warrior, the painstaking cultivation of bodily strength, the
habits of obedience, and the readiness to fight and die for
an impersonal cause.
Although all these attitudes oJ the martial spirit are
natural and universal, they can be dwarfed or even suppressed by long periods of conscious education and unconscious social disapproval. Europe has perpetuated these
traits from the days of feudalism; and the existence of fully
armed nations, rivals in conquest and expansion during all
these centuries, has allowed them to be well preserved in
the face of counteracting influences arising from intellectual and industrial revolutions. Dut some of the Asiatic civilizations are conspicuous by the absence of these traits.
One of the outstanding examples is China, where political,
religious, and social factors have combined to suppress all
manifestations of the martial spirit. Two thousand years
of unified empire, the absence of warring nations, the com•
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paratively long periods of peaceful reigns during the intervals between dynastic revolutions-all these have tended
to discourage the cultivation of the martial habits. The
prevailing systems of moral and ethical teaching of both
the Confucian and the Taoist schools have also emphasized
the importance of the habits of peace and order, and disapproved the cultivation of the arts of war. Buddhism,
which dominated Chinese religious life for twenty centuries, has reinforced the pacifist tendencies of an already
too peaceful people; Even the most warlike barbarians,
who from time to time invaded China, could not help
catching the contagious influence of this pacifist people an<i
civilization; and in the course of centuries of racial intermixing, all these militant conquerors were rapidly demilitarized by the conquered people. As a result of early disappearance o.f the Feudal Age and as a result of very long
processes of social leveling through relegation of arist<;>cratic families to the ranks of the common people, and through
the rise of sons of the lowly to the status of high officials
by the method of civil service examination, the whole social
structure has become so democratized tha.t there has been
no special class of the m.-ilitary that could maintain itself
for any_le11gth of.time._The Manchus did try to maintain
such a class, but in little more.than two centuries it has entirely disappeared. The soldier has always been regarded
as a kind of social outcast, not much better than the ban~ dit. ''No good iron will be made into a nail, no good son
will make a soldier." Such a proverb merely reflects the
universal sentiments of a people molded by long ages of
pacifist teaching and peaceful living.
In such an atmosphere it was impossible for China to
create a new army and navy recuited from, and officered
by, men of the well-to-do and educated class. The stuff
that made the soldier and the sailor was the illiterate and
unruly of the superfluous population of the country. The
t"j ~
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government had no respect for it; and society in general
paid no attention to it. There was absolutely no enthusiasm for it. The first schools for the training of military
officers had to recruit their students, not only by free tuition and board, but also by paying the students a monthly
allowance for coming to attend the schools. General T'ien
Chung-yu, who rose slowly from a cadet school graduate
to the military governorship of Shantung, told me in 1924
that when he enrolled in the military academy established
at Shanhaikuan it was not for any love of the country or
glory of the army, but merely for the sake of the three and
• half taels' monthly allowance which he wanted to save up
for the support of his large family left destitute by the
death of his father. It was inevitable that the early Chinese attempts at military and naval reorganization were
bound to fail. It had to wait for a revolution and decades
of nationalistic agitation and education to gradually elevate the position of the soldier in society and inculcate a
little of the martial spirit into the youths of the nation.
In this particular aspect, Japan was the most favorably
predisposed nation with which the Western culture has
ever caine into contact. There tqe military caste, which
included 300 daimyo and 26o,ooo families of samurai,3 was
for centuries the governing class, ranking higher than any
other class in the country and receiving the highest esteem
from the whole nation. The education of the samurai was
very thorough, beginning from early childhood and including not only the arts of war, but also a very rigid system
of intellectual, moral, and religious teaching. And the prestige of this class was so great that the lower classes naturally
imitated the wn.ys and manners of the samurai. For, as
Confucius wisely said, the masses follow the upper classes
just as the grass bows to the wind. This militant fashion
and spirit of the Feudal Age made it very easy for the
3

I. Nitobe, Japan, p.

104.
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Japanese bushi (knight) to transform himself overnight
into the modern soldier when he was equipped with new
weapons and taught the new arts of war. The conscription
law was issued in 1873, and the Japanese accepted it without a murmur. The military caste dictates and the whole
nation accepts its leadership. The fact that the Japanese
army is to this day still dominated by the former adherents
of the fief of Choshu, and the navy by those of Satsuma,
shows how tremendous the influence of the feudal military
caste has been in the reorganization of this particular phase
of national life after the models of the West.
Precisely because the introduction of this military phasi
of Western civilization was invariably motivated by the
fear of imminent danger and the recognition of the necessity of national self-preservation, the success or failure of
this phase would very often determine the ease or difficulty with which the other phases of Westernization could
be effected. For success in this phase means national security from external invasion, which will greatly strengthen
public confidence in the reforms and in their leaders, and
thereby make orderly controlled modernization possible.
Japan's great victory in. the Sino-Japanese War· of 1894-95
vindicated the leaders of the early Meiji reforms and silenced all further opposition to modernization. But, it
must be remembered, it was the same war that brought
about the disgrace and banishment of Li Hung-chang, the
leader of Chinese military reorganization,. who did not recover his popularity until the peace negotiations after the
Boxer War of I goo-a war which was the embodiment of
ant1-lore1gn and anti-modern reaction running wild after
the early mi1itary and naval reforms had failed to insure
national security against foreign aggression.
Lastly, we come to the third group of facts for our comparison-the easy success of Japan in establishing a stable
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government as the center of control in her work of modernization, and the lamentable failure of China in the same
direction.
Much of Japan's political success, as I have already
pointed out, has been due to the existence of a powerful
ruling class. But there were two peculiar circumstances in
the historical development of Japan which laid the foundations for an easy success in this political reformation.
For almost I ,2oo years, the imperial dynasty had been deprived of actual powers of government, first by the 500
years of regency of the powerful house of Fujiwara, and
-Wtter by the 700 years of military dictatorship under the
Shoguns. For all these centuries the emperors lived in complete oblivion and retirement, retaining the imperial title
only by the grace of the real rulers, and subsisting on the
meager income from the imperial allowance, which was
sometimes so small that some emperors were recorded to
have had to carry on small trades in order to make a tolerable living.
Meanwhile, there came from China a new factor to give
moral support to this imperial dynasty in absentia. The
moral philosophy of Chu Hsi (died 1200) was introduced
into Japan and soon made itself f~lt in its political implications. The special emphasis on the virtue of loyalty and
the ideal of a unitary empire under the "Son of Heaven"
as the ultimate source of political power tended to awaken 1
in the Japanese scholars and samurai a new consciousness
of the pitiful position of the imperial dynasty, and to attribute to it all the spiritual authority and sanctity unsoiled by l'I~Ctt1al ti~erls of misrule, of which the emperors~ in
their state of oblivion, were incapable. The Tokugawa Shogunate was digging its own grave by its patronage and
promotion of the teaching of Chu Hsi.
So, when the time came for political reorganization, all
thought naturally turned to the long overshadowed dy-
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nasty which had grown into a real source of national devotion and worship. What was most fortunate for transitional Japan is the fact that the imperial dynasty, which had
for 1,200 years "done no wrong," was best suited to be
made into a constitutional monarchy after the European
pattern. ·Thus the ruling class in Japan .was able in the
sixties of the last century to abolish the Shogunate and the
feudal system by rallying its support to the imperial dynasty; and twenty years later (1889) to establish it as a
constitutional monarchy. Tracing its divine descent from
time immemorial, sanctified by a long tradition, and reinforced by the artificial ~means of education and the Shintre
religion, the imperial dynasty has been and probably will
be able to maintain itself as one of the most firmly imbedded monarchies of the world.
No such good fortune, however, ever graced the political
development of China. The ruling dynasty there was of an
alien race which had come into China in the seventeenth
century, and which, by the nineteenth century, was already greatly weakened by long periods of luxury and iri. toxication of unlimited power. The imperial household no
longer produced such g~eat monarchs as K'ang Hsi,.Yung
Cheng, and Ch'ien ..Lung; and the occupants of the throne
were largely ignorant weaklings, often short-lived and incapable of having heirs. The nobility-was as ignorant and
corrupt as the Imperial Court itself. The.Ma.11ch.u.1111Jitary
garrisons, intended to keep the Chinese in subjectwn, were
corruEt and.degenerate and~ften no lon,&er caEab1eof
bearing arms. ·
·
'
\
~
All these weaknesses were suddenly exposed to the nati~n=in the middle ofthe last century, when theT'ai:p'1ng k..
.,J{d::lellion J:,8_$,.;;.-;25L, ar~Jrom th~ou.th,'Y_est ~P.d. ~as- /'
ated a tli1rd of the Em:e1re m die 15nef space of a· few
years. Tliiue_~ellion, led'B'f ·i.'"few· peasarit"converts )o ~
some form ofProtesta,nt Ch~r:.istianity:,n:~~~a_curlous m~-
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/'{~!ure of a pe3:san! r~-y-ol~.,-~n ~nti::!Miill_~!!Jey<;?luti~~' and a
II relie;ious crusade ofmost t<:t:_rjble S:.~ristian h::O!lQ~lasm.

A.
primitive rebellion it was, with primitive weapons, primitive ideas, and organization. Yet it was enough to break
down all resistance put up by the government officials and
troops. The imperial government was incapable of coping
with the rebellion which soon captured Nanki1_1g and made
it th~~-aptt~l ~lftlie "~9ov~nly ~i,?g~~m ofEverl_~s_§ng
~-ea.ce. __ ~~ Niinc~!l dyn<'l.sty seemed to be on tlie eve of
0 a ~O!llJ?k~- collapse.
' Then a group o[ Chinese scholars caf!!~ tQ__tJle rescue of
·~e· totte:in.~.ci,y_nasty and ~rganized a kind ~f volu~~e~r
~ ow_htc~_ ultimatel.r s~_ssed }he r_~oeJlton a~d alloWe~d _the Ma1_1chu qynas~y ~o_ :_on_tmu~ m_ 1t_s mon~ur:d
~tate ror another half-.cen tury...:..._ Thts tney did, not out of any
great love for the Manchus but because they had been
.greatly alarmed by the acts of wanton devastation and
· especially the sava~e icon_2clastic destruction of the fanatic
:rebels, burnmg down every Buddhist~ Taoist, or~Confucian
temple in their
reducing ·a.ll-aP:cestral temples to
\ashes, ana threatening to destroy-an rootsoftheold civili~ation. These Chinese scholar-officials were carrying on
\vhat they believed to be a war indefense of the traditional
f7'.~i':i~izati?~ agai~ :he ~~v-astation 'by re~els seemingly
potsone_d. Q,y outlanatSh qusstonanes.
-The ~'!J?E!ession oltherebelrion, however, did not nmch
~-elp ,tb_~~~s~gf~h:e Manchu dynastY:~ It only orought
mto nattonal prommence a group of Chmese statesmen to
whom the nation now looked for leadership. But the ignorant court and nobility were jealous of their popularity
and influence. Although these Chinese leaders were given
titles of "Prime Ministers," they were not asked to stay in
Peking and participate in the work of the central government. They were usually made viceroys of the provinces.
But their great pres'tige soon made the provinces more im-
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portant than the imperial court. The tendency to political
d~tegration hadbegun with the rebellion and was thus
1
iliaping itselTin the rising politi'ti'I preponderance of the '
provincial governments over the central.
:?
This _olitical disinte_·ration continued to increase in i~-:- ~
1'\. reststt e ra tdtt until in I oo-when the im erial court I'
an government were patronizmg the anti~ oreign and
Tn'ti-Christian massacres bTthe ignorant B~=four
great viceroys of the provinces, including Li Hung-chang
and Yuan Shih-kai, were able openly to defy the absurd
edicts of the throne and declare what amounted to the_
"independence" of their provinces. The im£erial dynasty~
com letel 'forfeited the s m ath of the chinese nation~
y a esperate e art to eep out a m uences o en tg tenment and reform, by the defeat of the reform movement of
I 898, and, above all, by the shameful madness of the Boxer
War of I 900 which humiliated the nation to the rank of·
an uncivilized race, and cost the people an indemnity of
<1-oo,ooo,ooo taels of silver. The dynasty which had .barely
A~scaped downfalL at the hands of theT'ai-p'ings and which
the Chinese leaders had more than once tried to revive and
rejuvenate was beyon,dx~2:Re of resurrection~ and wilfully
~headed for setf-de_struction. _When te.n..y:e.ru:_skts:r the re~o
lution came,_J:he rotten edifice crumpled to dust without
the sli htest sem6lance of resistance.
B_ll:~,--,,rgw,~s".~,.r.i~J:.-aLili~~I~~;;.~~i.~~""1},~,l?PUisw:91~,·~-ha SP. totl1,~.£q}c1,!p.<;lj,Q;g_,2f..:~.~...~RP~~1~~411:i9JJ~!ji.WU¥w~~ifY~;T.~!,~, ,Yfere

1\

..

~.~!e2 ~a.~t~~ ~~~,t~!~.~~!J;,PJ;~,:.t~~~.!9-.lng :!!42P,.t0

a

dymg 4yn_~JY,,,,(:tt,.,P~!~h!n.g ."!;;lP...~£f,!!S<?Q~tl<l;P!~F£eJ':.£t..<;,~--~ betw_~_e!l .•!~~C~jg~~~ __all4 .,!h~..., M.all.s?u,. ;alfd .. a, t;,.s~e.k~~to (::)
A-~mld up,,a reform government.on.the~tmposstble founda- '<!:_/
tions,ofanj norant apd.reaction.,a_ry_,c,<;>,qr~~ And in these 6o
years of gra ualoreak:O:own o centra aut ont man new
forces analmpediments had come up, whtch the lea ers
of the revolution and the Republic were to spend many
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more years in combating. One of these new obstacles was
the wild tendency toward decentralization and provincial
autonomy; another was the rise of new military commanders who, in troubled times, have rapidly assumed positions
of greater importance than the civilian leaders. When the
Republic was established it soon found itself constantly
menaced by the danger of domination by reactionary
forces backed by the military, and by the difficulty of reestablishing authority of the central government against
the powerful centrifugal forces of provincialism. So 20
more years have been wasted in the long political struggles,
• which, though extremely chaotic and confusing to the
casual observer, are historically intelligible as phases of one
great movement-that of a new China seeking to build up
a unitary modern state in the face of strong forces of reaction and disintegration.
Thus, while Japan succeeded in establishing her new
political framework 70 years ago, China has sought in vain
for 8o years to bring about a political reformation and as
yet has failed to achieve a strong and stable government.
Such a contrast is as significant as it is striking. It does not
merely mean that China dissipated almost a century's
energy and intelligence in unsuccessful political reforms
when she ought to have spent it on more important and
fruitful activities. It also means that, under such conditions, a steady and orderly progress in the work of cultural
readjustment, such as has taken place in Japan, is not to be
expected in China. China's cultural readjustment was
doomed to be slow, spasmodic, discontinuous, and wasteful. For orderly and continuous reformation must of necessity rely upon some stable political order as a nucleus,
as a center of gravity, around which all separate and individual efforts may gravit::.tc, accumulale, and be perpetuated into a continuous whole. Progress in any enterprise means the continuous accumulation of effort and im-
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provement over past achievements. Such progress is impossible where there is no political stability to guarantee
continuity, without which there can be no planning for the
future and any individual achievemen.t may be undone or
destroyed by great political upheavals.
These three groups of sharply contrasting facts, which I
have presented in detail, are not intended to rob Japan of
her glory of a rapid modernization, or to justify China's
many failures in her cultural readjustment. Nor are they
intended merely to explain why Japan's modernization has
been more rapid, more orderly, and less wasteful than that •
of China. My main purpose in drawing these contrasts has
been to drive home a fact which has not been given sufficient attention by scholars treating problems of cultural
conflict and control. I wish to point out that, when cultural conflicts take place in such vastly different historical
backgrounds as we find in Japan and China there necessarily arise equally divergent types of cultural readjustment; and that these types vary with nations just as responses to cultural contacts vary with individuals of different heredity and env_ironment. Indeed, there are so
many divergent types of cultural adjustment that they
really baffie enumeration. The cultural transformation in
the United States is radically different from that of Germany during the nineteenth century. The revolutionary
experiments in Soviet Russia represent another type of cultural readjustment. What is happening in India, again,
presents another distinct type. And the examples may be
indefinitely multiplied. What is ·important is· that each
type can only be understood in the. light of its own historical cultural background, and must not be judged by any
single criterion.
What has happened in Japan during these 70 years 'of
modernization only represents one peculiar type, which we
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may call the type of "centralized control." Such orderly
and efficient progress in a gigantic task of nation-wide reformation is only possible under such exceptional circumstances as have been described above. Its advantages are
most apparent, but it is not without very important disadvantages. The Japanese leaders undertook this rapid
transformation at so early a time that even the most farsighted of them could only see and understand certain superficial phases of the Western civilization. Many other
phases have escaped their attention. And, in their anxiety
to preserve their national heritage and to strengthen the
• hold of the state and the dynasty over the people, they
have carefully protected a great many elements of the traditional Japan from the penetration of the new civilization. One of the most evident examples is the state patronage and protection of the Shinto religion. The peculiar extra-constitutional powers of the military caste in the government is another example of compromise. The position
of women may also be cited. In short, the rapid cultural
transformation in Japan has been achieved with too great
a speed and at too early a date to allow sufficient time for
the new ideas and influences to ~enetrate into the native
institutions and attain a more thorough cultural readjustment. The whole affair has assumed the form of ingrafting
an alien culture on the stock of traditional Japan. Much
of the traditional medieval culture is artificially protected
by a strong shell of militant modernity. Much that is preserved is of great beauty and permanent value; but not a
little of it is primitive and pregnant of grave dangers of
vo1c.ah1r
··----

prn-n+: ........ _
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On the other hand, we find in China a different type of
cultural response which may be called the type of "diffused penetration," or "diffused assimilation." In the absence of a powerful ruling class, no centralized leadership
in cultural control was possible. Yet, in all these years of
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cultural ~on tact, there has been undeniably a slow penetration of the influences of the Western civilization into almost every phase of Chinese life and institutions; and in
some cases there has been a conscious culturaltransformation. Whereas cultural control in Japan has been in the
hands of the ruling class, the cultural changes in China
have always begun from the people, sometimes from no one
knows where. Opium is an ancient example; bobbed hair
is one of most recent origin. Even in those cases of conscious reform, the leadershi has alwa s come from private
individuals wlio e an as sma I mmonty aavocates ana-graa:ual1 won over a ar er o owin . So even consctous i'e-.
orms must a so take the form o ersuasion and permeatt2P.. uc c anges are necessanly sow; ut somettmes
thex can be very rapid. It took less than a year for bobbed
ha'ir to become a fashion in all the cities; and only a few
years for the new punctuation marks in writing and printing to be generally accepted. EY~eJLth~~us_e_Qf_th.~.~-P.oken
langua~e (eei hua) in Writing both J?fOSe and, poet;ry ln · ¥.
pt;ce
the dasstcal literary lang.!:!!~ became a fasl:iion-

o

..I?~~~-~ ...~!~~!!t~JE.. J:~~-~2~f§~.,. 9L9.!!lY•.!h!:~~ or
fa:::~~.!.~!
our r.ears .

. .:Th;di;advantages of;uch diffused processes ofcultural
Renetration are numerous: they are slow, desultory, sotrie.ttmes blind and indiscriminate, and often wasteful because
much undermining and erosion ar,e necessary before anything can be changed. And the most apparent defect is
that, without centralized control, such big undertakings as
militarization, political reformation, and industrialization
on a large scale, cannot be easily achieved. But there are
also undeniable advantages. They are voluntary; that _is~
a new iaea or usa e must -first convince tlie eople orits
tstmct superiority in utility or convenience e ore tt caii
ac uire eneral acce tance. The are evolutionary and
gradual: the changes often come a out y a most tmper-

).
J
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~ent modifi~<ttion th.~ld

ce£tible repia.
Qf
o.. f
by:,Jhe new.
e best_ ~xampl~ i1! the change in men's shoe~s. The Chinese shoes of older days were made without following the
natural shapes of the feet; the housewife found it more con.··
venient to make the same shoes for both right and left
feet, and no husband dared to complain that these interchangeable shoes pinched and deformed his feet. But, in
the last twenty years, under the influence of the Western
leather shoes and rubber soles, Chipese shoes have undergone a fundamental change which has been adopted, no
one knows how, throughout the country, and we are happy
eto report that the feet of the present and future generations
may be saved from the pain and deformity suffered by my
generation in our boyhood days.
r
In this way practl_c<!llY a11 ofour id~as and beliefs and
"\ L~;tit~ii.ons have been fre_~.Y. allowed to come under tFie
sl~w contact1 co11tagion, and influence of the Western civilization;_ and undergo sometimes gradual mod1fications
~a11,a,. s~m~ti~e~j~idx la.ci~:Jlncl r"!.£!ic~L£~~zes .. anything 1s retamed of the old, or any of the old thmgs are
thrown overboard, both the conservation and the change
have been voluntary and proba~ly practical and reasonable. We have not concealed anything, nor have we dog~matically withheld anything from this contact and change.
7:)t is, in ~hor:_!.J, th,e tiEe of c~tu.!:al_cl~~n~ethrou~~ ''lo_::g
\;xJ?os~r(".~J.?.d~,slo,_: E:rrp.eation. In thi~y Chiflii?as
a!so. succeeef~m brlngmg about a cultural transformatwn,
~fiT2h2 though painfully slow and piec~rneal, and often
\ 0ckinp; (:O-ordinatiun and coherence, mar.ret culminate in
solving som.y of our pressing and basic prooiems of fife and
culture~. ;tnd achieve .:l:m!l~ sivilization not incompatlhle
,itl1 the s,2irj t ~t thcs new world ..
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II

RESISTANCE, ENTHUSIASTIC APPRECIATION,
AND THE NEW DOUBT: CHANGES IN CHINESE CONCEPTIONS OF WESTERN CIVILIZATION

.I

N.MYlastJectur.e.Ltried.to show that there are various typ~.sof cult~ral,respgnse,.ofwhich. the Japanese
/:I
ty e rna be~called.one.of..','centralized control," ana.
/.the Cliinese-t . e_one.o . d1 use , enetratwn and. permeatlon.
n t e aosence 0 t e exceptwna y avora e
ctii"ai'EO'fit"'for effective control of cultural adaptations
such as were found in transitional Japan, the cultural readjustment in China has taken the form either of unconscious modifications through long contact with Western
civilization, or of conscious reforms led by private advocates and achieved through persuasion and education. In
some cases it has been necessary to undermine and destroy
the old obstacles and vested interests in order to accomplish a change; in sucli cases, the conscious movement
amounts to a revolution and often requires long periods. of
v persuasion and propaganda. In other cases old ideas and
institutions are rejuvenated by suggestive influences from
the West, and reforms are brought about peacefully and
without ser~ous break with the past. In still other cases
long association with the new culture has made certain
new ideas and practices so self-evident and so natural that
they are quietly adopted and olq institutions are modified
or replaced without much ado.
In such diffused changes of culture two factors are necessary: contact and understanding. Understanding and
appreciation presuppose c"'ntact~or association, or at least
.
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originate from people who have had opportunity to come
into intimate contact with the new culture. A happy contact invariably leads to appreciative understanding and
insight. And much of the early resistance of the non-European peoples to the Western civilization is explainable
by historical experiences of unfortunate first contacts.
Where the first contacts are carefully planned and wisely
handled it is quite possible for divers civilizations to fall in
love at first sight, although such hasty love affairs do not
always eliminate the possibility of later domestic troubles
and divorces when the parties have come to know each
.other better.
The great success of the Jesuit missions in China during
the seventeenth century is a good example of cultural appreciation almost at first sight, and will serve as an instructive contrast to the unfortunate encounters between China
and the Western powers in the nineteenth century. The
Jesuits had learned that a Christian mission to China could
never succeed if it were not in a position to show and convince the Chinese intelligentsia of the superiority of the
European culture. So the Society of Jesus took great pains
to select and train the first missionaries for China and these
men brought with them not only their religion, but also the
latest mechanical inventions and scientific knowledge of
the Europe of I 6oo. They had learned that China was then
in the midst of a long controversy over the possible reforms
of the calendar which had been in use for over 250 years
and was no longer considered sufficiently accurate in the
prediction of the eclipses and other stellar phenomena. So
the first Jesuits were all trained in astronomical science;
and the greatest leader and pioneer of them was the famous Matteo Ricci, the favorite pupil of Father Clavius,
who w::~.s one of the chief authors of the Gregorian Calendar.
After learning the language and culture of the Chinese
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people,_th_e~e Jes~its.began~to establish qmtacts with the

youngjnte!lectuals of the country .. Their great learning,
saintly devotion, and kindly manners soon· won for them
the attention and respect of Chinese scholars, of whom
some became their friends, pupils, and converts to their
religion. The Jesuit missionaries, through their influential
disciples, offered to assist the government in the reform of
the imperial calendar. There were already three schools of
astronomers in the country competing for ascendancy; and
the astronomers of the new school from the West were assigned a separate office and observatory on the same level
with the native schools. Their relative merit and accuracy.
in the astronomical predictions and, calculations were to be
the final test on which the government was to select the
men for the reform of the calendar. From 1629 to 1643, for
a period of I 5 years, the competitive tests in astronomical
exactness went on, and the scientists of the four schools
preparcu L<t.;_,~c:; u; --alculation and prediction, the results
of which were rigidly compared by the government. All
such tests resulted in the absolute superiority of the new
science from Europe. Some of those scientific competitions
were quite spectacular and were watched by the scholars
of the whole empire. In "the case of a moon eclipse on February 22, 1636, the Jesuit astronomers, fearing that the
tests might be spoiled by local rain or clouds, prepared
exact predictions for Peking, Szechuan, Honan, and Shansi, and requested the gov~rhment to send observers to all
these stations to record the time and extent of the eclipse.
When the eclipse was over, all the three provinces reported
that the Jesuits predictions were accurate to the second,
while those of the other three schools were discredited by
their great inaccuracies. The scientific triumph of the J esuits was complete, and the new astronomy was finally recognized by the government, which in 1643 promulgated
the new calendar revised by the Jesuits as the official cal-
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endar of the Ming Empire. Although the Ming Empire
fell the next year, the new calendar was adopted by the
Manchu Dynasty and remained the calendar of the empire
until its abolition in favor of the solar calendar in I9I2.
Such scientific triumphs greatly aided the success of the
spread of the Christian religion, which won over a number
of the most brilliant and serious-minded scholars of the
age. Among them was Hsu Kuang-ch'i (died I6J2) who
arose to be one of the imperial ministers of state and was
the Director of the Imperial Observatory. He was so deeply impressed by the saintly character and profound scien-,
tific knowledge of these Jesuit teachers that he most ardently wished that this Christian religion, which could produce such excellent learning and character, should be
adopted as the national faith of China for the salvation
and regeneration of the people. In a letter to a friend, he
said: "Buddhism has been in China I8oo years; but the
morals and customs of the nation have continued to deteriorate, and the Buddhist faith has not been able to produce men of good character. I am convinced that the
Christian religion will be able to transform every man into
a good and virtuous character, to elevate society to the
high level of the best ages of cla;sical antiquity, and to
place the government and state upon the solid foundation
of everlasting peace and order. All this can be easily tested
upon a small community." ·
Two hundred years after this first happy association~ and
over one hundred years after the dying out of Jesuit influence in China, China was again in direct contact with
the West. This time the encounters were most unfortunate
and sowed the seeds for two wars (I 840 and I 86o) and for a
long period of Chinese resistance to the Western civilization. In these contacts the Europeans were no longer remembered as the heralds of a wonderful science and a re-
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ligion of love: they were only recognized as pirate-traders
and, most conspicuously, as traders of opium. Opium had
come into China for a long time and, through the processes
of gradual penetration and permeation, was poisoning a
very large number of Chinese people. Before the government began to reali~e the situation, this drug was draining
annually a large amount of silver from the country, and
was fast becoming a curse to the nation. By the first quarter of the nineteenth century, the government tried to prohibit all import of opium into China. But in a country
where no effective leadership could be located either in the
government or in the social classes, such prohibitions wer~
never really carried out in the face of great temptations of
profit. By 1829 the opium import amounted to $ro,591,76o
gold, forming 49 per cent of all British imports to China:
In 1834, it was $II,J8I,930 gold, forming 51.4 per cent of"
the British imports. It brought about the Opium War of
Itl4o au~ ~:·~ ~T -~lr;,a Treaty which gave Hongkong to
England and opened five ports to IU1c~ 5 " _::::-~orrp and
residence. It was the first Chinese defeat in war with any
European power. China paid f~r the defeat, but she never
could understand why ~ny civilized country would resort
to war for the sake of keeping trade open and, least of all,
for the sake of maintaining the commerce in a poisonous
drug.
The attitude of suspicion and resentment brought about
in these unfortunate events of the early_ contacts took a
long time to wear off. It was only very slowly and gradually that the Chinese came to form a better opinion of the
Western nations and of their civilization. This change was
slowly brought about by the new opportunities of contact.
With the traders there had come also the missionaries who Y ·
started schools and hospitals in China, who began to agitate against such social evils as foot-binding and even
..,
opium-smoking, and who were known to have carried on
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an anti-opium campaign in their home countries. Some of
these missionaries were men of high learning, sympathetic
understanding, and admirable character; and they, especially the Protestant missionaries, succeeded in making
contacts with the intellectuals of the nation. The new
treaty ports, especially Shanghai, Canton, and the leased
island ofHongkong, which had been intended for foreigners
to trade and reside in, soon attracted a large Chinese population, who in those devastating years of the T'ai-p'ing
Rebellion, began to seek refuge and shelter in the foreign
settlements. In spite of numerous unpleasant experiences
.,::ommon to Chinese residents in these settlements, the
treaty ports furnished great opportunities for the Chinese
to observe and know the Western ways and manners of
life, trade, and government.
The participation of English, French, and American
soldiers and commanders in the suppression of the T' aip'ing rebels in the lower Yangtze Delta, furnished the first
occasion for the Chinese and foreigners to work together
for a common political cause; and some Chinese statesmen,
like Li Hung-chang, learned through such close contacts to
appreciate not only the efficacy of Western arms, but also
the valor and character of the Western soldier. One incident may be cited to show how an old prejudice and contempt for the foreigner was broken down by such contacts
of working together and fighting together. For a short time
the Chinese city of Shanghai was in the hands of the rebels
and the Chinese authorities were unable to collect the customs dues in that port. When the region was recovered by
the government troops the foreign authorities remitted to
the Chinese government a fairly large amount of money as
the dues they had collected in the absence of the Chinese
officials. This display of political honesty on the part of
the foreigners was a great surprise to the Chinese officials
who had always regarded them as more or less suspicious
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characters tradil)g in opium and the like. The great leader
of the age, Tseng Kuo-fang, expressed his surprise in a letter to a friend in which he said: "Even they also have some
of the virtues of a gentleman."
By this time better ways of contact were being found· in
the sending of Chinese diplomatic representatives to Europe and America and in the occasional visit~_ of Chinese
scholars and students to th;'West. Some of the early minis~
'ters to Europe have left good: reco~-a:s-of their travels and
observations; and in some of these records the civiliz.;;ttion
of the West was favor-ably and-sympathetically presented
to the Chinese public. Kuo Suna-t'ao's report of the West-•
ern civilization was so eulog1st1c that it brought forth a
public outcry of protest, and the book was once placed
under ban. But others after him continued to interpret to
the Chinese people what they actually saw and appreciated
in the social and political life which had come to be regarded as more important and more fundamental than the
rifles and cannons, the steamship and the railroad, the
,
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The following quotation from an essay on English government by J.h~ s~holaf-editpr,W.ang_'[;a2.,JYi}l. ~,~§c~ to
show the a ree1at1ve understandiiwwli1~Chmese thmkers o tlie ast guarter o t e mneteent century a o t e
~Ci'TI1ization of the West. He said: n.
/~, The real strength of Eng~ansl)!.e~)n the fact .that.th~re)l! 1}_9_barrier

between.the government and the governed;_ and that ~.b-is close relationship between the government and. the people forms the basis of national
stability and solidarity. M observation is that the olitical life of
...J.~]ngland embodies the best 1 ea so our c assical antiquity.

Then he went on to praise the system of popul;r election
of men to office, the majority rule, and the judiciary. He
was most deeply impressed by the government by law under which no governmental official, however powerful, is allowed to do an illegal deed or kill an innocent person. He

.
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noted the absence of torture for the purpose of forcing a
confession from the suspected criminal, and was apparently embarrassed by a comparison ~ith the horrors of the
Chinese law courts.
When a convicted criminal is confined in a prison, he is supplied with
food and clothing, and taught to work. He is visited every week by
preachers and is never maltreated by those in charge of the prison.
J_he ~ti§91!_gs_te111_ M this co'!ntr~ lll!uSL!!diDAi~_w_h_at ~hina has
~~ver lia(( 1i_I!l_Ce_ th_e p!!~~ oTTh~ Golden A~e:_ _
__

Then he described the power of Parliament and paid special tribute to its control over policies of war and peace.
j!e noticed that government in England was far more expensive than that in China, and that the fundamental
principle of governmental finances was not limiting expenditure by income, as was the customary practice in China,
but the contrary idea of devising income to meet the expenditures of the annual budget. But, he hastened to add,
"all the money comes from the people and is spent in the
interest of the people. Therefore the Government is able
to tax the people heavily without ever arousing opposition or resentment from them." And he concludes in these
A.( words of unreserved praise: "From all these;;, we can see
' '\i:hat the EjiilS~le are not only superior t.9..2.!h-ers in
~ilita,~y strength, but also superior in the art of_ao~e~
~~t.~Th!:it,~()Jiti_c~l_e!_cell~nce is only comparable to the
;~~:ot!..rei,a~-~ of Chinese antig,uitz--: T,her~.~~rt:ytinly dese~e
!~eirJ~~di~pQsition in ]?Ower an.d pxqsp.eri~ .ill.119.,Ug. !lt~
nations of the world."
·-w~;g T'ao sometimes indulged in speculation about the
fut~re of the civilizations of the world, and some of his
speculations arc full of propl1etic insight. He said:
Now that the ingenious inventions of the steamship and the railway
are enabling the European peoples to reach every corner of the earth
~and every stra_ nge tribe_ of mankind, ~e beginning of a world uni th is
,.,P,here. When scattered races and natiOns are brou ht to ether, t en
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ere ore, t ese great mventwns, w ich t e western powers are
using for their encroachment upon China, are the very things which the
sages of a future age will utilize as the means for the unification of the ·
ways of life of all the nations of the earth.

In these words he was ro hes ing the unification of the
c1v1 1zat10ns through the conquest of distance by t e new
inventions of science.
moqa9.g~J::~o,~as~the Cliinese. assistant to Ja~es Legge
inJfi~ t~~nsl~tlop ,.g[_d~e.. Conjucian*£!,q{sic.s. mt()~,Eng:•
]Tin, and ll.e :was .~lsq,..,.the,..~ss!_stan,t to )ll,?:Q-Y.•~!"!?~e~tant
missionaries in translating into Chinese books on the
life and institutions of the West. During -the last quarter of the last century. there were produced in the
treaty ports a number. of.books on the history, government,
and Clvmzauuu v; -.:.. _
..,.,r;nno:: as well as works
on the various physical sciences and their applicat10ns.
Through these books a large number of Chinese scholars were able to acquire some intelligent understanding of the institutions of the Western peoples. And~from
'these books ..there. gr_e~_.up__the t:efozm .tl].OVemen!s which
were_ 9ften.led. by _intellectual leaders. who had never
beel1_._outsiq~.J:.heir,9F..!l... C.Q1ln.try, ,but wh9 had. learned to
appreciate the civilization of the West through diligent
<'"(reading and personal contacts with foreign missionaries
/'\.and teachers. rhe:w:;:tr.:with Fran~e over Annam (1883-85) ..}I.
and the more cr1.1shing defeat .in ...the_Sino-Japanese War~
(1894-95) gave fresh impetus and vigor to these movements for ra4ical reforms iq g<wern_me,nt and education.
These.movements culminated.in.the.reforms ofi.?.28. which
~nded..in,.t~agi_c.•.failu~e.-~ut,the ..}l~riP9:,<?fJ~Jil!nCirea a a ys"
~Qtl!l.s-~n9-er~t}ie,intellectua1.1eadership of K'ang Yu7
T.T. : . . : : : - - -
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wei was truly spectacular and aroused the greatest enthusiasm of the intellectual class throughout the whole country;
and its equally spectacular failure, together with the sub~ ~eg_uent~~t§ <2fj~wn~i_g_h_! rea~tl~nism.. cgnvinced
~~/ tion OT the impos§ihili_t;y ~f~~s~fu~~formation and turned
the minds of the more radical leaders toward th.e road of
revolution..
···-----.. After the humiliating defeats in the wars with foreign
powers had convincingly exposed all the weakness of the
Chinese political and military organization, and after the
debacle of 1898 and 1900 had more convincingly revealed
• all the c.o~uptjgn -~nd h~JpJes~nes§_gf the court, the officialdo.ril~~ilil:niterati-=-after these, tfiere o~g_aii t'hepenod
~ s~ea~c!~i~ ~elf-:~~~<:~ and glowing appreCiat1on- oFt~e
iiew ctvllizatwn ofth.e West. The popular novels of thts
period were chiefly of the muckraking type and full of
exposures of the corruption and ignorance of Chinese officialdom, and the rottenness of Chinese life in the family
and in society. The essays in the most influential periodicals, on the other hand, were full of enthusiastic appreciation of the life and institutions of the West.
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E_ven as ea:ly as :894.P.!·.~~!_~~-~~~-~~ the age of 28,

hav~ng had hts.foretgn e.ducatton m a n:edtcal sc~ool and

h.avmg traveled abroad, was formulatmg for L1 Hung. chang what he had. conceived as the four fundamental
~·~principles of the Western civilization. They are: "to en(
/able man to exert his utmost capability; to utilize land to
_ __.-- its utmost fertility; to use nature to her utmost utility;
and to cirrnlgte good:; with the utmost fluidity." In these
concise words the future leader of the Chinese revolution
was outlining a most enthusiastic idealization of the scientific, technological, and democratic culture of the West.
But the greatest representative of this period of appreciative interpretation of Western civilization was Liang
Ch'i-ch:ao (died 1929), who was one of the leaders ol tfi.e
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reform movemenj_p(I8 8_aJld who, after its downfall,
, '- tve .ma~y. years in ~pan, and made an extensive to\}r in
~nit~d States. A,ypung~man,.barely. thir!Y; .years old, ~
but Wlth a verJ. good training in the classical and historical ~tit_.,..,
~
traditton of~~own ..sQ.Fle_and_with the fresh hut bitter ,, _ __,,.p.......,.J..._
;;genences o a e e~te ~former, Liang Cl:J:'}-~h,'ao started_ ~l"' tc .. :~,

p~nd.he.,st
;9.23 a.new·m. a az.ned
m..e·.

'

-~.-~~lled-"~h.e]Vew~(_R~-

w....ls~r,tiCles:::Q"ne
htch
...h.
_ _ np._va.te.d. ) t vf J.... ~
c .£:·%T:,
.•_pf~Renov~t~dj£:;f;;!._.

Peop. le of Ch.ina:.: Io:~};li~tp,aga:;~n. e. p_e £.0.ptr. Hm_t~d . a s~r~er;..a .... ' '
of 16 essaysunder,.th~.ge;}qi!J.,Sitle "The Re!_1.()Vat!o~gf a__
•"'
.p~gEle." .With one of the most powerfiil,pens ever wielded
""""~·.,..,._;
by man, ana witfi his rich store of historicarimowleag~e·
C~he tri~·in th1s series of essa s to ex ound fii-;-rp'ai 'I
thesis that in order to re"uvenate the
mese nation it is
a15Sollltely necessar to ac uire the new virtues an traits
w tc
ave made the Western nations reat and rogressive_, Of the new virtues he has attribute to t e peop es of
tFeWest, we rna y mention: civic morality (as distinct from
the private morality of the Eastern peoples[.nationalism;
the jealous regard for one's rights and liberties; the sense
of duty; the love of freedom; self-discipline; self-respect;
the love of adventure; .the martial spirit; perseverance;
progressiveness; the ability to unite and organize; respect
for economic independence.
.
·;
In his introductory essay he asks the question, "What
people shall we take as our model in our effort to renovate
the nation?" And he frankly answered this question thus:
"Of all the races, the Caucasian race; of all the Caucasian
peoples, the Teutonic; and of all the Teutonic peoples, the
Anglo-Saxon." Therefore, all the new virtues he advised
his eo le to ado t are those for whichthe A"'iiglo-Siion
peop e ave been most note . . every one 0 /". ese new
-\?trtues he quotes numerous liistorical examples both from
the East and the West, eloquently lauds his occidental
heroes, ,and complains of the deplorable absence of such
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admirable and necessary qualities in our own people. His
enthusiasm for the Western people and their civilization
knows no limit; and his £0\Verful style ~nd _glowi!lg, appeals_
? opened the ey~s ~ot t!t_~l!S~_£ls_ of readers and ~fivated
/ '\'them and made converts gf th.$.f!1· These newv1rtues~-he
told us) are the foundation~ of the stre~th and glory o(
the Western nations; and these are the- qualities-wemust
learn to admire and emul~te.
But, as you must have noticed, all these new virtu~s so
eloquently and vehemently preached by Liang Ch'i-ch'ao
are almost without exception the individualistic -virtues
• most admired in the Victorian Age. Mr. Liang wrote immediately after the death of Queen Victoria and was conspicuously under the magic spell of the glory of that most
remarkable age. He was totally blind to the new movements and tendencies which had already arisen in the midst
of that age of individualism and liberalism, and which
were already loudly challenging the economic and social
structures created by those individualistic virtues most admired by this Chinese convert. Moreover, he was a journalist by training, and received no systematic modern education. Therefore, he was silent on _the scientific and tech. nological phases of the Western ~ivilization. And, in spite
~·-~,of his most enthusiastic eulogies of the new culture of the
West, he was a product of the old classical tradition and
~was never free from a fundamental bias, namely, that,
while there were all those admirable virtues in the Western
culture, the old morality as taught by the best teachers of
the Confucian and neo-Confucian philosophers was still
i"""the backbone of the Chinese nation and civiiization and
•1-' must not be undervalued and di~carded.
The first two decades of the new century brought about
new facilities for still easier and closer contacts between
the Chinese and the West. Thousands of young students
·
were given opportunities to study in Japan and Europe

1
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and America. In particular, the return of a portion of the
Chinese indemnity to the United States and its exclusive
use for the education of Chine~e students in this country,
made it possible for our students to spend longer periods in
the American universities and to come into intimate contact and association with the life and institutions of America. With these government students there have come also
their friends and relatives who 'are able to pay their university education without governmental aid. Numerous
students have also gone to study in the European universities where living expenses are lo_wer than in the Un~ted
States. With these longer and closer contacts, and the in- •
crease in linguistic facilities acquired through the new
schools, a better understanding of Western civilization has
been made possible.
During the_first ,d~c;a_sl.~~oJ.th~:E~P-l1~lic ( 191 2-23), the
attitude of the Chinese intellectuals toward Western civili-·
zation continued to be one of appreciation and admiration.
But the emphasis shifted from those virtues of individualistic liberalism to the .. method-and .results of-science and
/
technology .. The new.i~ll~TI~ft~i~d, Mr. -¥-bi>'-'V . . .'-'(
t\.~ii!: advised t~e youths of the nation to worshiP.J · I ,
only two gods: E.i?ce and ~~1Jl,.Z..g~£Y..· ~nother vetera~ ~"", v1
thmker, ~~~a~;t;Ii~ves t~at SCience .and tech- fOr -5
nology alone nave .been responsible for the creatlOn of the ... ~;.o
;jz
civilization of the West.
.
·v:"' )\ "YJtL"0-f\
. About. th~ year 19~2, Li~ng Shu-ming:.. ~ young sc~olar c.o-/4 d/~
mfluenced by Buddhist aticl~Oriiu.'Ciaiitliought, pubhshed ~¥f. ~
a book under. the pretentious title, The_C~vjjj:.a;ion~of.. the I_
•
East and the West and Their_Ehilosophjes~.Jn .this~work het-"
'V?
.. L
pr'opounds the- thesis that··we-stern:civilization which is fv
7c fc~'-"
admirably suited to the needs of the present age will be IJJi. •·
succeeded by the Chinese civilization which emphasizes pr;..
~~
the importance of always maintaining the golden mean; h?.At-tvl...l"-."
and that the age of the Chinese civilization will ultimately

.
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be followed and replaced by that of the Indian civilization
which is characterized by the ideal of negation.
This pessimistic view brought forth protests from anumber of writers who jumped to the defense of the civilization
of the West. Mr. Wu Chih-hui, who was approaching his
sixtieth birthday, "vigorcilislyahacked the older civilizations of the East, and in particular that of India. A master
of historical knowledge, he pointed out that the influence
of the religion of India has been responsible for the social
and racial degeneration of the Chinese people; that the
preponderant influence of Buddhism in the neo-Confucian•ist moral philosophy has given to China of the last seven
centuries a reign of inhumanity, cruelty, and oppression;
and that there has been in reality very little moral or spiritual life under s~':~_s!y!l.L~~-~~!-a~~~.~!i~~.~~J~!()tjfy
poverty and sickness. W1th equal vehemence he defends
the. We-ster"i1..<?i~:i11~ati"onwhich through science and technology multiplies the tools of man, provides for his everincreasing needs, seeks to realize all the wildest ideals of
the human imagination, and has thereby brought about a
society the moral level of which is unknown in past history.
He says, "I believe that the more material progress is advanced and the more goods are ~ultiplied, the nearer will
be the ideal of human unity and the easier will be the
solution of all the complicated perplexities of the world."r
But, while these discussions were going on in China,
great changes of unprecedented historical significance had
taken place in the West; and the civilization which was so
heatedly debated in China, was also seriously challenged
in the Western world itself. J:he.Wcrld Vlar..hacLraised in
/

' 'Cf.,tfu Shih, "The Civilization of the East and the West," in Whither Mankind, ed. by Charles A. Beard. Mr. Wu agrees with and supports the ideas I
express in that essay. Also see my study of Wu Chih-hui in "Some Thinkers of
the Last Three Hundred Years," in Hu Shih's Collected Essays, Third Series,
Vol. I.
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many minds much. doubt as.to,the stl!:hility ll:n9c.Re.r.w~nent
value _ofthe 'Yest_£rt;.<:;iy;ili_?:a~~RlJ.· . J~~t;, g!~~.ti.t:Y.9Jutiof1: in
Russia ...was.se11<iip.g_ for,t~.,.:w:eig~ty challenges to,..m,el}y of·
the basic ,institutions. of. this.,civilization. Its ~scientific
achievements were attacked .by theoiogi~ns and defenders
of spiritual values as being too materialistic and leading
man to the brutal ways of the machine. lts·economic and
industrial system which had been the most important force
to utilize the new discoveries of science and to help to
bring them from the laboratory to the market-place and
the home, was most ruthlessly condemned as capitalistic,
as the exploiter of the sweat and blood and brain of the•
many for the exclusive benefit and enjoyment of the few.
Even its political ideal of democracy and parliamentary
government, which had been accepted as the highest
embodiment of the political genius and inspiration of the
race, was severely criticized as the historical accompaniment of the capitalistic system, as the instrumentality of
the rich and strong for the government and oppression of
the poor and the weak, and as a wasteful and inefficient
system better suited for the division of spoils than for the
effective ordering of society and the state.
of values in the Western
civiliAll these transvaluations
.,*
..,...,_,_...,..
zationhave·had
their
reverberations
in
all
the
non-Euro••
•....,.i . .
..
p~n_ coun tr.i~s! ....In_<:hiJ:?:!l;_th~.~e.£t.£f..ili~~~£!:!!!c:!srn:_s is
particularly noticeable because here these ideas have the
strongest appeal to those who have been apologizing for the
so-called spiritual values of the East, and to those who
have found it difficult and uncomfortable to be in the age
of the machine civilization which seems so radically different from the ideas and habits of the agricultural society. A
nation which is only on the threshold of political democracy and capitalistic industrialism, therefore, begins to
congratulate itself on not having gone very far in imitating
blindly a civilization of which the fundamental blunders
•
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are being so loudly exposed by a unison of the voices of the
Marxian Communists, sentimental social workers, pious
religious leaders, anti-religionists, imperialistic junkers,
and anti-imperialist reformers. M~!_.~!lK,S:.~J:-sh~~o, who
twenty years ago had peen the most e~oquent ch;:tm.pion of
w_~terniza,tio~~ ~!.m~..aiji..h~:--:1.9.,~~~(>-.Shc:: .standard-bearer
to _s2ou.li:A...tJ:ts 't~rp..ing..?_f "the imm!Jlept. bauluuptcy of the
s,cientifi,<;:_~~~'' The young men of the country,
who have never seen what a capitalistic civilization is like,
are coming out with hundreds of pamphlets condemning
the imperialistic and capitalistic systems of economics and
• government, and advocating Marxism, revolution, and
dictatorship of the laborer and the farmer. Even the onetime liberals are wavering from their faith in democracy
and are being attracted by the newer tendencies of fascism
7nd other forms of dictatorship.
) \ T~~h_a_~~~J:P,e. t~,e per~o~ ?-f ~e- "ne~ daub!.". All. th~
values have been turned' upstde down, and the nation is
standing at the parting of the ways, wondering which
road to take, which prophets to follow. Will these new
doubts retard the processes of China's modernization? Or,
will these criticisms and challenges help China better to
understand the real natu_re and meaning of the Western
civilization which has probably been oversimplified by the
earlier enthusiasts who, in their excessive zeal, saw only
one side of the shield?
I, Jar one) am of the opinion that this new attitude of
·doubt anci cr._itj_~i-~~)~_on t;he whole_a, heaJthy~itllpro.vement
over the oldel attitude of uncritical appreciation. Underneath all this apparent criticism and condemnation we are
beginning to see a deeper unanimity in the appreciation of
those fundamental values of this new civilization. Are not
the leaders of Soviet Russia the most ardent champions of
science and technological progress? Are they not also
working out a gigantic program of nation-wide industrial-
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ization by the best aids of science and technology, even
though the benefits of that industrialization may be intended for a different and much larger class of the people?
And, lastly, are we not tempted or even justified in viewing
these socialistic and communistic movements not as tendencies alien and extraneous to the Western civilization,
but as an integral part of it, as the logical consequence in
the fulfilment of its democratic ideal, and as merely supplementary to the earlier and more individualistic ideas of
democracy?
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III
THE CHINESE RENAISSANCE
HE RENAISSANCE" was the name given by a
group of Peking University students to a new
monthly magazine which they published in 1918.
They were mature students well trained in the old cultural
trad1t1on of the country, and they readily recognized in the
new movement then led by some of their professors a
•strikin similarit to the Renaissance in Euro e. Three
promment eatures m t e movement reminded t em of the
European Renaissance. First, it was a conscious movement to promote a new literature in the living language of
the__£~~e...ct_o take th~l-~~f !~e_ classical literature of
old. Second, 1t was a movement of COl_l_scious protest
againsr mantott'11elcteasanalristifu1i0ns
the traditio_~~~ culture, and ot conscious emancipation of the individllar'man and wom'in from the bondage of the forces of
tradition. !_t was a movement of reason -~et:§!J.~ __tr~~iti<2.!!,
, fre~do_mv~~tfionty, and gld't"lficatwn ofliie anCfhuman vaTu.es- versus their suppression. And lastly, strange
enough, this new movement was led by men who knew
their cultural heritage and tried to study it with the new
methodology of modern historical criticism and research.·
/ In that sense it was also a humanist movement. In all
these directions the new movement which be an in 1917
.an~-w 1c was sometimes called the "New Culture Movement/' the "N'ew Thought'' -mo;;;ent or "The New
Tide" was capturing the imagination and sympathy of ·
the youth of th-e nation as something which promised and
p~integ !_Q_!_he new birth of an o_ld .P~op.J~and an old civilization.
· - -- - · · \
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Historically, there had been many periods of Chinese
Renaissance. The rise of the great poets in the T' ang
Dynasty, the simultaneous movement for a new prose literature modeled after the style of the Classical period, and
the.development of Ze~ B\lddhism a,s.a . Chinese.reforma-( tl
tion~of.that~Incl.ian r:eligion....,..tg~-~~-'.n~presented. tl}e .Birst /
Chinese B!.!H!l~sa..11ce .. The great reform movements in the
eleventh centur.y,.the subsequent deyelopm~!lt pf. a.:r,<;>wer-

~~e:se~:~~~11?,~~JPJ~~tf7i::J~hfl~s~~~yfl1;~~:alg~:~;i~~:{ z]

-all these important deve~opments of the Sung Dynasty
'
may "be.regarded.. as~the ..Second, Renaissance. The rise of.
the dramas in the thirteenth century, and the rise of the
great novels in a laterpefi'oct;togetlier with their frank
glorification of love and the joys of life, rna y be called the { ..-. ;
T}J.~<!.•~~!i~.~~.r,:s;e. And lastly, the revolt in the seven-'~ "~ /
teenth century against the rational philosophy of the Sung ' J'
and Ming dynasties, and the development of a new technique in classical scholarship in the last three hundred
years with its philological and historical approach and its
.
strict emphasis on the importance of documentary evidence 1tf 1:
-these, too, may be called the Fourth Renaissance~
~ · l
Each of th~"''fi.iS't'Ori.2afmov=~'ts''1~d·Tt:7'i;;_·portant \·
role to play and contributed to the periodic renewals of·' '
vitality in an old civilization. But all these great move~ery.~~ .!"hlsh...Jight!y••Jl~ser.,v:~,Jh~....t<::rm.. of..,:.:r~nai~sa,n~es,''
Suffer<:g. fu?.£1_2l!$!..£Oillm,2.!}. def~<;!,~I]..~)';,,!h~a.)l~~]!Ce of a
c;_o~s~i~2~...J$.92gll!Si.QP:~9f...Jh~ir..,,his.tQf.l9!1...,m~i9D: There-~·
was n<?..~<?,.n,sc~()us ..e:if<?tt.~cn:.~r!isllkt.t.e.)~!erw.~t,atJ<?n.; ..~ll of
them were natural developments of historical tendencies
and were .c::a~ily, OYf,!J:'-()Wered.ot; .s,wept a':Vay by ~.he cons~:~a t~ ':$J~~[ t:~.<=U!l~!: -~~~.~¥t~J:k;vhic~ thex_ __h~d _opl y
~~~~y~~ ~.ll,S,9!2§,£1~~Y~<tJP~~£,.. ~1thout th1s conscious element, the new movements remamed natural processes of revolution, and never achieved the work of revolu-
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tions; they brought in new patterns, but never completely
dethroned the old, which continued to co-exist with them
and in time absorbed them. The Zen movement, for instance, practically replaced all the other schools of Buddhism; and yet, when Zen became the officially recognized
orthodoxy, it lost its revolutionary character and resumed
all the features against which its founders had explicitly revolted. The secular philosophy of nee-Confucianism was to
replace the medieval religions, but it soon made itself a
new religion embodying unwittingly many of the features
of medievalism. The new critical scholarship of the last
.three centuries began as a revolt against, and ended as a
refuge for, the fruitless philosophizing and the sterile literary education, both of which continued to dominate and
enslave the vast majority of the literati. The new dramas
and the new novels came and went, but the Government
continued to hold the literary examinations on the classics,
and the men of letters continued to write their poetry and
prose in the classical language.
The Renais~ance movement of the last two decades
differs from all the early movements in being a fully conscious and studied movement. Its)eaders know what they
want, and they know what they must destroy in order to
achieve what they want. They want a new language, a
new literature, a new outlook on life and society, and a
new scholarship. They want a new language, not only as
an effective instrumentality for popular education, but·
also as the effective medium for the develonment of the
liter~turc of a new China. They want a literature that
shall be written in the living tongue of a living people and
shall be capable of expressing the real feelings; thoughts,
inspirations, and aspirations of a growing nation. They
want to instil into the people a new outlook on life which
shall free them from the shackles of tradition and make
them feel at home in the new world and its new civiliza-
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tion. They want a new scholarship which shall not only
enable us to understand intelligently the cultural heritage
of the past, but also prepare us for active participation
~.in the work of research in the modern sciences. 'thil),~as
/\I understandit, is the mission of the Chinese Renaissance. -'1-'~fhe~;;;;i~~ele~en't in this ~o~~ment is the result of
long contact with the people and civilization of the West.
It is only through contact and comparison that the relative value or worthlessness of the various cultural elements
can ·be clearly and critically seen and understood. What is
sacred among one people may be ridiculous in another;
and what is despised or· rejected by one cultural. group,
may in a different environment become the cornerstone for
a great edifice of strange grandeur and beauty. For ten
. long centuries, by a peculia-r perversion of aesthetic appreciation, the bound feet of Chinese women were regarded
as beautiful; but it took only a few decades of contact_
with foreign peoples and ideas to ~ake the Chinese people
see the ugliness and inhumanity of this institution. On
the other hand, the novels which were read by the millions
of Chinese but which were always despised by the Chinese
literati, have in recent decades been elevated to the po.sition of respecfabl~ literature, chiefly through the influence
of the European literat,ure. Contact with strange civilizations brings new standards of v;tlue with which the native
• culture is re-examined and re-evaluated, and conscious
reformation and regeneration are the natural outcome of
such transvaluation of values. Without the benefit of an
intimate contact with. the civilization of the West, there
could 'not be the Chinese Renaissance.
In this lecture I propose to tell the story of one phase of
this Renaissance as a case study of the peculiar manner of
cultural response in which important changes in Chinese
life and institutions have been brought about. This phase
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is sometimes known as the Literary Renaissance or Revolution.
Let me first state the problem for which the literary revolution offers the solution. The problem was first seen by
all early reforrr1ers ~s the problem of finding a suitable
language which could serve as an effective means of educating the vast millions of children and of illiterate adults.
They admitted that the classical language which was
difficult to write and to learn, and for thousands of years
incapable of being spoken or verbally understood-was
not suited for the education of children and the masses .
•But they never thought of giving up the classical language,
in which was written and preserved all the cultural tradition of the race:. l\1oreover, the classical language was the
only linguistic medium for written communication between the various regions with different dialects, just as
Latin was the universal medium of communication and
publication for the whole of medieval Europe. For these
reasons the language of the classics must be taught, and
was taught, in the schools throughout the country. All the
school texts, from the primary grades to the university,
were written in this dead language; and teaching in the
primary schools consisted chiefly in reading and memorizing the texts which had to be explained, word for word, in
the local dialects of the pupils. When E.uropean literature
began to be translated into Chinese, the translations were.
all in this classical language; and it was a tremendous task
and exceedingly amusing to read the comic figures in the
novels of Charles Dickens talking in the dead language of
two thousand years ago!
There was much serious talk about devising an alphabet
for transcribing Chinese sounds and for publishing useful
information for the enlightenment of the masses. The
Christian missionaries had devised a number of alphabets
for translating the Bible into the local dialects for the
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benefit of illiterate men and women. Some Chinese scholars also worked out several alphabetical systems for the .
mandarin dialect, and publicly preached their adoption
~fOC'tlleeaiicatiori of illiterate adults. Other....scholars adv_oca t~d~.th~.•~~f ..tl!~~pei-;:h_uq, th~t. is, 1th<:!.• sp2k.PtJ<?11glli:
, f 'fliqeople.,~for pu151ishi11g,penoai'caJs and,neWS£.~pers in
order t<:> .mcp.lcate ...u~~£1:!~,.infQlim,a,t!Ql1.,e.\lC;t J~.fl.!r~otic .ideas
in flie people who could not read the""hterary language of
the scholars.
.
.
But these scholar-reformers all agreed that such exedientmeasure'tas"'~tlle"i~se''"'t)f''tfle"Y.U:igar tongue or the
adoption of an alphabet were only necessary for those.
·adults who had had no chance to go to the regular schools. ·
They never for a moment would consider the idea that
these expedients should be so universally used as to replace the classical language altogether.~l},eJ!.J..t~~lf:.Cf. was f..\!
, e.:.~y;ulgax,jerg9.tl,.QLu!h~P~9.Pl~?"'~-~i,_e!;;~':~-~.~ly- for the
~J!~~P~l1ovels,,.but,.cer.tatrily:~l_lot,.good,.en9~gh.,f.9t.th~:,schol
<lLS.:,.... As._to.~the-alphahe-t,.•. ,tt..,was,~.only;..~mteQqeg,.Jor-the
'Yi.tr!.lHS~·

For, they argued, if the pupils in the schools
ere taught to read and write an alphabetical language,
ow could they ever hope to acquire a knowledge of the
oral and cultural heritage of the past?
All such attempts of reform were bound to-fail, because
obody wanted to learn a language which was despised
y those who advocated it, which had no more use than the
"r~ading of a few cheap magazines and pamphlets that the
reformers were kind enough to condescend to publish for
the benefit of the ignorant and the lowly. Moreover, it
was impossible for these reformers to keep up enough enthusiasm to continue writing and publishing in a language
which they themselves considered to be beneath their dignity and intelligence to employ as their own literary medium. So the P,ei-hua magazines were always short-lived
and ne~ch;~rt'h."e'"'fe~pf~'~~tlralphabetical''.sys-
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terns remained the fads of a few reformers. The schools
continued to teach the language of the classics which had
been dead over two thousand years; the newspapers continued to be written and printed in it; and the scholars and
authors continued to produce their books and essays and
poems in it. The language problem remained unsolved
and insoluble.
The solution of this problem came from the dormitories
in the American universities. In the year 1915 a series of
trivial incidents led some Chinese students in Cornell
University to take· up the question of reforming the
.Cliil1ese language .. My classmate, Mr. Chao Yuen-ren,
and I prepared a series of articles on this question. He took
the position that it was possible to alphabetize the Chinese
language; and he proposed certain details of procedure and
answered all possible arguments against alphabetization.
I took the position that, while an alphabetized language
might be the ultimate goal, it was necessary to consider
intermediate steps to make the ideographical characters
more teachable in the elementary schools, and I also proposed certain methods of reform. These articles were read
in English and published in the C~inese Students' Monthly.
They attracted no comment and were soon forgotten.
But other disputes arose among some of my literary
friends in the United States and led me to give more
thought to the problem of Chinese language and literature.
The original dispute was one of poetic diction; and a great·
many letters were exchanged between Ithaca, New York
City, Cambridge, Poughkeepsie, and Washington, D.C.
From an interest in the minor problem of poetic diction I
was led to see that the problem was really one of a suitable
medium for all branches of Chinese literature. The question now became: In what language shall the New China
produce its future literature? My answer was: The classical language, so long dead, can never be the medium of a
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living literature of a living nation; the future literat~re of
China must be written in the living language of the poeple.
"No dead language can produce a living literature." And
the living language I proposed as the only possible medium
of the future literature of C~in~, ~3:~ ~~~.pei-~~~'~.!h~ vul- ¥
gar tongue of the vast maJonty of the populatlon, the
language ·which, in the last 500 years, had produced the
A
numerous novels read and loved by the people, though
despised by the men of letters. I wanted this much despised vulgar tongue of the people and the novels to be
elevated to the position of the national language of China,
to the position enjoyed by all the modern national lan-e
guages in Europe.
With the exception of a Chinese girl student -in ·Vassar
College, all my literary friends in the American universities were opposed to this outrageous theory of mine. They
had to admit that the spoken tongue of the people was
good enough for the popular nov~\~, for that had been
clearly demonstrated by the great novels of the sixteenth,
seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries. But they all maintained that the vulgar language of the people, which had
never been polished anq refined by ,t~e great writers and
poets of the nation, could not be used as. the medium of
poetry. I defended my position by pointing out that,
throughout the history of Chinese poetry, all the best re;nembered verses of the great poets were written in the
simplest l~nguage which, if not strictly the living tongue of
· the people, must be very close to the living speech of the
time. In spite of the copious examples I cited to prove my
thesis, my friends were not convinced, for it must be admitted the poets of the past never -~onsciously wrote in the
plain language of the people; they only slipped into it unwittingly and only on rare occasions of true poetic inspiration. The greatest bulk of Chinese poetry was composed
in strictly conservative, highly polished, literary diction.
''

Be!ng a __pr~gJ?latist in J~..hilo~9J?.hy,_!_proposed to my
{friends to e~eriment witn the pei-hua in wntmg my own
l::) ~oetry. ·an}UJf2~ I9Ib~Tannouiicea to all my friends in
America· t1lat- from. now on .I -· resolved.. - to write no more
poems in the class1cal language, and to begin my experi? ments·T·w-nfm~_poet:ry-in.-tn!;_so:caned vulgar tongue of
!''"- th~ J:.~[e ore a harr:dozen poems were wn tten, I
had already found a title for my. new volume of poetry:
~- i~ _wa~ to....,& called A J30fLk.2./_!!:.:J!eriments. _
In the meantime, I began to study the history of our
literature with a new interest and with a new methodology.
~ • I tried to study it from the evolutionary standpoint and, to
my great surprise and unlimited joy, the historical development of Chinese literature presented to me a continuous
though entirely unconscious movement of struggle against
the despotic limitations of· the classical tradition, a continuous tendency to produce a literature in the living language of the people. I found that the history of Chinese
~ 1 · literature consisted of two parallel movements: there was
the classical literature of the scholars, the men of letters,
the poets of the imperial courts, and of the elite; but there
was in every age an undercurrent of literary development
among the common people which produced the folk songs
of love and heroism, the songs of the dancer, the epic
stories of the street reciter, the drama of the village theater, and, most important of all, the novels. I found that
every new form, every innovation in literature, had com~
never from the imitative classical writers of the upper
classes, but always from the unlettered class of the countryside, the village inn, and the market-place. I found that
it was always these new forms and patterns of the common
people that, from time to time, furnished the new blood
~ 'and fresh vigor to the literature of theliterati, and rescued
it-from the perpetual danger of fossilization. All the great
periods of Chinese literature were those when the master
minds of the age were attracted by these new literary
~.--
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forms of the people and produced their best works, not
only in tile new patterns, but in close imitation of the fresh
and simple language of the people. And such great epochs
died away only when those new forms from the people had
again become fixed and fossilized through long periods of .
slavish imitation by the ·uncreative literati.
In short, I found the true history of Chinese literature to
consist in a s_e.ries ofrevolutions, the initiative always coming from the untutored but u~fette.r~d people, the influence
and inspiration often being felt by the great masters in the
upper classes, and the result always bringing about new
epochs of literary development. It was the anonymous •
folk songs of antiquity that formed the bulk of the great
Book of Poetry and created the first epoch of Chinese literature. It was again the anonymous folk songs of the people
that gave the form and the inspiration in the developments
of the new poetry in the Three Kingdoms and later -in the
T'ang Dynasty. It was the songs of the dancing and singing girls that began the new era of Ts't or songs in the
Sung Dynasty. It was the people that first produced the
plays which led to the gre·at dramas of the Mongol period
and the Mings. It was the street reciters of epic stories
that gave rise to the great novels some of which have been
best sellers for three or four centuries. And all these new
epochs have originated in new forms of literature produced
~y the common people, and in the living language of the
people.
So_my argument for a new national liter,ature in the .Y,...
spoken language of the people was strengthened and sup. ported by a wealth of undeniable facts of history. To recognize the pei-hua as the national medium of Chinese literature was merely to bring into logical and natural culmination a historical tendency which had been many times
thwarted, diverted, and suppressed by the heavy weight of
the prestige of the classical tradition.
Thi.~_line..~>(~istorical.thinldng. was,e~bgcj!e.gJn~ ~n arti-
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cle which I published on the first day of the year 1917
under the modest title, "Some Tentative Suggestions for
the Reform of Chinese Literature." It appeared simultaneously in the ~uarterly published by the Chinese students
in America, and in a new liberal monthly called The Youth,
edited by Mr. Ch'en Tu-shiu, one of the old members of the
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surp~i_se, 'wfiat na<I fa1Ieci to convince -my friends in the
universities was received with sympathetic re--·

sponse in China. Mr. Ch'en Tu-shiu followed my article
• with one of his own, under the very bold title "On a Revoluti"n in Chinese Literature." In this article, he said:
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I am willing to brave the enmity of all the pedantic scholars of the
country, and.hoist the great banner of the "Army of the Revolution in
Literature" in support of my friend Hu Shih. On this banner shall be
'-/;/IV~ .__.--z_.,.-..., written in big characters the three great principles of the Army of
It :v-A
Pv- Revolution:
- · •- · ·':{,. -<--v~vt·e.f'e I. To destroy the painted, powdered, and obsequious literature of the
~ f,
t--,f •_,. aristocratic few, and to create the plain, simple and expressive litera""- N V'
ture of the people;
~-..i! t-' 14'Y~ 2. To destroy the stereotyped and monotonous literature of classicism,
! <? · /CJflr ·
and to create the fresh and sincere literature of realism;
/31J _ j j:l. 3· To destroy _the pedantic, unintellig~ble and obscur~ntist li~erature
r
• of the hermit and the recluse, and to create the plam-speakmg and
popular literature of a living society.
· ~·
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These articles were followed by my other essays, one "On
the Historico-evolutionary Conception of Literature," and
another on "A Constructive Revolution in Chinese Literature." They aroused a great deal of discussion. The revolution was in full swing when I returned to China in the
summer of 1917.
What surpriseu me most was the weakness and utter
poverty of the opposition. I had anticipated a formidable
opposition and a long struggle, which, I was confident,
would ultimately end in our success in about 2.0 years. But
we met with no strong argument; my historical arguments
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were never answered by any defend~r of the cause of the p · .Zb,.
classical literature. The leader of the opposition was Mr. (
Lin Shu, who, without knowing a word of any European
language, had translated I 50 or more English and European novels into the language of the classics! But he could
not put forth any argument. In one of his articles, he said:
"I know the classical language must not be discarded; but
I cannot tell why"!! These blindJorces of reaction could
only resort to-.the.,method.of: perse,cution by the government. They_ ..attacked"'the,'\\private.Ji.f!:_,,p_f 11JY. friep.d and
c_9l1~3;gue, Mr. Ch'en Tu-shiu, who was then Deanof the
College of Letters in the National University of Peking; •
~~d,.F}l~.;l;<m..~~i'i!~-rPS:~-~~~F~~~~s,.~n~h::~h:~-~"ilP~--h::~:d._to ,resign
from, the-- .University in ,:J:9J9· But su_c_ h_ persecu__ tio_n_s_ g a v &
4~s a gr~at deal of free advertising, e,rrd~he :f'.ek.ing.Univer/.;:(}
J"~tty began to be looked_ upon _by ,the youth of the whoeY
n'~twn as. the. center.. oLa.new,.,enlightenm-ent. ·
':"'Then-a,n.unexpected event occurr~~ _":hich sudd-enly car-G'
I\., neq tlie hterary .movement. to. a, r;:tptd success ...Tht:!.Eeace -lf·
Conference.in Paris ,_had just decided to sacrifice Chi!la's,.
c mms and gtve to a an . the freedom. to dis os.e. of the
fYi
ormer German possessi<?ns in, the.province oCShantung. ~
(
When the news reached China, the students ,in Peking,
tinder tlie leadership of the students of the Pekin Univer"'
sity, el a mass meeting 0 protest and, in their demoristratwn parade, broke into the house of a pro-Japanese
~inister, set fire to the house, and beat the Chinese minister to Tokyo almost to death. The government arrested
a number of the students, but :eubhc sentiment ran so high
_
lliat die wh@e nation seemed on the side of7he uniy~rsit_y
/~ \\_
stuaents and agamst .the. notonously . r4a anese Gov- \ ~-~,
ernmeW::....I£~. m~Ws 1r.ts ...iU:Sl5?~g _at__ an_ _;;;~t...Y&r.f!!~es
_
~osed_tnet[t;.sljqp~sm:.s~gam?t~Reace, l}_egotta~>~'" ·
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'This was done by an assistant who verbally translated the
spoken Chinese which Mr. Lin re-translated into the classical language.
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\tions and against the govern11:1ent. The Chinese Delegalfion at t'he Paris Conference w-as warllea by pubhc bodies
~.to sign the treaty; and they_2]?,9"e,d. The government
was forced by this strong demonstratwn of natiOnal sentikent to release the students and to dismiss from office
three well-known pro-Japanese mil'l.isters. The str~ggle
. began on May 4, and lasted till the -final surrender of
( /.
. ~ ffie government in tll-e first part oFJune.-Ttllas been called
. {' ,'I( (r ' 1.7 t he "M ay F ourth M ovement ."
.f~ A P.. r1y~ · In this political stru le, the Pekin Universit suddenly
c.. •
rose to th'e position o natioQal1ead~j].ip in t e e;:es of the
r!t:..~ l~-7Jo. -,j)~~!ltS. The lit~!.~~.,n~.i!;!e~~~l mo~ements led. by

1

"
!("r>'fl;..

fl6 'f·-!j. ~if~_1fi!t~~~;~:~ti~~~::ds~tb;~
JOUt S nat10nJ were now open Y aCKnOW e se
,; :'ft.·:,., ...,....e_
. _;,:t-, v~-t .-c
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them as new and we:Icome: forces for a natio11_al emancipation~. Dt1ring t~e years 1919-20, there appeared at)out
: •·-rq
/(.£ ~
smal~ period~cals~ almost·-~~ of them p~blished by the
1-.• ; _r.
·
'
'-"'"1-1
students
m the dtfferent IOCahttes-some pnnted from met1
1
.
h s, an d ot h ers on 1'1th ograp hs:; v.t1 {tr· ( ". I
a1types, some .m mtmeograp
.,.
-.~·v"• • ~ and all of them published in the spoken language of the
-~·/If{- ;.~2 people-the literary medium whi~h the Peking University
. '·· "!,",,-f J>ro~e. sso.rs had advocated. ~I~ ofa sudden, the revolution
/f~: ~ry_. . m ht;_r,at!:!re had ~pread tb;,.~m~~~?$.}h.~-~~~~fy, and the
, ,_ ,, u "'\:::/ Y?utfis ~L!h~ _!latlOJ!,,~~c::findmg .m tlle new ltterary me.
·~ dml!l an elfecttve means of expresston. Everybody seeme<1
· I, ~.j£.
i:o be rushing to express himself in this language which he
/
could understand and in which he could make himself
'J~
L un?erstood. In the co'-:rse ?f .a few years, the literary :evo.:_, L..... •>•·. .: --~ ':- lutton had succeeded m ,S.l,~l~ !.~.. !J;~ople a natwnal
.'rrt,f{; /"1/\ I,al!!.~~~·-i!Pd had brought about a new age of literary expresston .
.t~·-r
"v !...
.•!~ J?ol,itical parties soon saw t he utility of this n~w
1
': ·;
l~ttc mstrument, and :::.dopteu1 1t tor thetr weekhes
.!.-:..--. v-r
and monthlies. The publishing houses, which at first hesi-
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tated to accept books written in the vulgar language, soon
found them to sell far better than those in the classical
style, and became enthusiastic over the new movement.
Many new small book companies sprang up and published
nothing but books and periodicals written in the national
lang~ge . .!!Y...2..9.l.2--.!nd 1920 the :v:ulgar tongue of the peoP[e""ha_d as.~m.~_d_tb.e more..r.es.pe_cta le name of tlie "N ationfl.l..Lang~ge. of China.''- And,in I 920 .the. Ministry of
Education-in a reactioqary , government-reluctantly
proclaimed an order that, from the fall of the next year,
the textbooks for the first two grades in the primary schools
were to be written in the national language. In ..1922 all •
~the, elementary and. secondary _textbooks .were ordered to
be.rewritten in. the.nationallanguage.
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Therefore, the first step is to produce in the national language as much
good literature as possible. The day when novels, poems, dramas, andessays written in the national language are widely circulated in the country
is the day when a truly worthy national language is finally established.
Those of us who can write prose in the pei-hua at all have not learned it
from textbooks or dictionaries, bUt have acquired its use through our
arly reading of the great novels written in it. Those great novels
which we all loved in our boyhood days have been our most effective
eachers in the use of the pei-hua; and th~-£ei-hua used in the new poetry
nd prose of the Tuture wJil be the stan ira natwnartang~age of the
China of the future.

a

In this prediction I was vindicated sooner than I had expected. The nation did not wait for the literature of the
• future to create a standard national language. It was already there, already standardized in its written form, in
syntax, in diction, all by the few great novels which have
gone to the heart and bosom of £very man. When the call
came for young writers to express themselves in a living
tongue, they suddenly found, to their happy surprise, that
they were already in possession of an effective literary medium which was so easy and so simple that they had acquired it without ever having been taught it and without
even knowing it!
In order to understand the causes of such a remarkably
rapid success in the literary revoiution, in establishing the
living national language in place of the classical language
as the recognized medium of education and of literature,
we must first analyze the qualifications which a national
language ought to possess. The history of all the modern
national languages of the European nations has revealed
that a nationalla~g';lage is21~~ys__ a,_rljH1ect v:hich, in Lhe
nrst place, must be' the most widely spoken and most gen1:7rally understood of all the dialects of the country; and
which, second, must have produced a fairly large amount
of literature so that its form is more or less standardized
and its spread can be assisted by the popularity of the
literary masterpieces. The Italian language began as the
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Tuscan dialect which was not only the most widely known .J:!!!-1r
but also the medium in which Dante and Boccaccio and

·

other masters produced their new literature. Modern
French began as the French of Paris which was fast becoming the official language of France. In the sixteenth
century Francis I ordered all public documents to be written in the French of Paris, and it was .in the same language
that the poets known as the Pleiade consciously wrote their
poetry, and Rabelais and Montaigne wrote their prose
works. The same is true of the national languages of Germany and England. _¥.o~£!1~gli~h;~~g~Ub,~.~%.LcJland
9!.~.e.st.~lis.~~...£~g.,.!h~.!!..IJ.g~:~~.•?ik<zE.~~. ~94 .!h.s: .s.:;yo •
universities, was the most widely understood dialect of the
\land, an,1.~h~sh.!".~.~sl~~£!~m,i~w~~~!;~xsli~~--!ta.!ls-

.

.~~~a\7~~11¥:;'tm;~!b'~h~~;';;;Nh;~tr;!t~~:~

\
; eras produced their dramas.
( It will be easily seen that the nati,onallanguage of China
possesses both of thesequalifiC'iitioi1s'':'"lt11!itfi..lrtRIFc:e:·the
~l1~lP......fl!.d~cts which, . . form~.. the,"basis,~<;>Lthe.,nationali(
l~~ g~<lg~..~t~}.l}].,gc;>_\ll>tecUy,,tQ.e"mos t~wil;lel ytsppk~n dialects
of the country, being spo~en from Harbin in the northeast
to the provir+ces of Yl!nnan, Kweichow, and .Szechuan in
the southwest,.covering.m.ore .than 9o~per.cent of .the terri- ·
tory of Chin_~..Pf.~H\?t .an.:<:l.Man.churia.. The people from any
part of this vast territory can travel to any other part
without ever feeling the need of changing their dialect.
There are, of course, local variations; but it is a real fact of
~;~r~ i~·portance ""that""'s't:;J~;;ts- from Yunnan and
Kweichow and Szechuan can travel thousands of miles to
study in Peking and find, on arriving there, that their
dialects are regarded as the the most generally understood
dialects of the country.
Secon~,,-~ man~~.!(, qi::';~<;£~~X~~~.,.t~e m~·st pop-
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last 500 years of its continuous development. All the folk
songs of these provinces are composed in these dialects.
The popular novels were all written in them: the earlier
novels were written in the popular language of the north·
and of the middle Yangtze Valley, some in the dialect of
Shantung, and the more recent ones such as the famous
Dream of the Red Chamber in the pure dialect of Peking. All
these great novels have been most widely read by almost
everybody who can read at all; ~ven the literati who pretended to condemn them as vulgar and cheap know them
well through reading them stealthily in their boyhood days.
• They have been the greatest standardizers and the most
effective popularizers of _the na~ionallanguage, not merely
within the region of the mandarin dialects, but far into
the heart of the regions where the old dialects still reign.
I, for example, came from the mountains of southern
Anhwei where the people speak some of the most difficult
dialects, and yet I rea,d and immensely enjoyed many of
those novels long before I left my ancestral home. It was
from these novels that I learned to write prose in the peihua when I was only I 5 years old. The hundreds of young
authors who have come into lit;s::rary prominence in the
last I 5 years have mostly learned their art and form of
writing through the same channel.
The question has often been asked, Why did it take so
long for this living language of such wide currency and witlJ.
such a rich output in literature to receive due recognition
as the most fitting instrumentality for education and for
literary composition? Why couldn't it replace the dead
classical language long before the present revolution in
Chinese literature? Why was the spoken language so long
despised by the literary class?
The explanation is simple. The authority of the language of the classics was truly too great to be easily overcome in the days of the Empire. This authority became
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almost invincible when it was enforced by the power of a
long united empire and reinforced by the universal system
of state examinations under which the only channel of
civil advancement for any man was through the mastery
of the classical language and literature. The rise of the
national languages in modern Europe was greatly facilitated by the absence of a united empire and of a universal
system of classical examination. Yet the two great
churches in Rome and in East Europe-the shadowy
counterparts of the Roman Empire-with their rigid re- ·
quirements for advancement in clerical life, have been
able to maintain the use of two dead classical languag<JS
throughout these many centuries. It is therefore no mere
accident that the revolution in Chinese literature came..'/
ten years after the abolition of the literary examinations
in 1905, and several years after the political revolution of
. 19II-I2.

Moreover, there was lacking in the historical development of the living literature in China the very important
element of conscious and articulate movement without
which the authority of the classical tradition could not be ·,"f
challenged. There were a number of writers who were attracted by the irresistible power and beauty of the literature of lowly and untutored peasants and dancing girls
and street reciters, and who were tempted to produce their
• best works i.n ~he form and the language of the literature of
the people. But they were so ashamed of what they had
done that many of the earlier novelists published their
works anonymously or under strange noms de pluine.
There was no clear and conscious recognition that the
classical language was long dead and must be replaced by
the living tongue of the people. Without such articulate
challenges the living language and literature of the people
never dared to hope that they might some day usurp the
high position occupied by the classical literature.
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Th,~ geatest

contribution of the2'ecentliterary revolu~o.i(~~~~Q~sJ,Y?£?1:JEis mis~ing factor ofconscious attack
r~n the old. tra·d·.iti.on. a.n·d of a.rti.culate advocacy of the new.
he d;ath knel~_ofJ:h~ ~laSSlC<fl lan,gllag~ ~~S sounded
wlien 1t was historically esta61isSed that it had died at
least two thousand years ago. And the ascendancy of the
language and literature of the people was practically assured when, through contact and comparison with the
literature of the West, the value and beauty of the despised novels and dramas were warmly appreciated by the
intellectuals of the nation. Once the table of values was
"W..lrned_ upsi9-e down, once the vulgar language was consCio~sly demonstrated to be the best qualified candidate for
the honor of the national language of China, the success
of the revolution was beyond doubt. The time had been
rjpe for the change. J'he common sense of the people, the
songs and tales of numberless and nameless men and women, have been for centuries unconsciously but steadily
preparing for this change. All un~ons~ious _£rocesses of ~
,/,~lOlJ_Jtior; w~ Qfn_~cessit.y vc::rf stow ana waste(ul As soonrt;_;/
as these processes are. made_ consci()us and articulate, in~lige~_!.•$2!~~nce. grr9, _e~~!l;~!~~ion bec~me Ji?ssibl:,
aridthe WOrk ()_f 1]}?-nV~c~ntl~Fl~§QlaV be t~J-~SCODe_d lntO the
t[fie!£~rX()<:i o(~'!._fe~ear~T ·~ "'---·.,.·o·-~--
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1/, The story of the Literary Renaissance in China is vividly told in Dr. Tsi C.
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INTELLECTUAL LIFE, PAST AND PRESENT

T HAS often been said that the vast difference now
existing between Western civilization and the civilizazations of the East is a new thing, dating back only
to the seventeenth century. Before .169Q,"befo.re the rise of
the new science.and the .Industrial Revolution, it has been
pointed out, there was no real difference between the East
and the West. In certain aspects, it may even be said th:t
,the East, in particular the East as represented by the
civilization of China, was superior to the West. Professor
R. H. Tawnebs~.~.,;,,~....
China had mastered certain fundamental arts oflite at a time when

the"Yi~t~tlltig,p,P;;Jrt: oftnem._Like her p;asant~ who ploughed
~lfiron wfleilEurope used wood, and continued to use it when Europe
used steel, sh~ c_arri~q 9,!,l.~.~ype of economic.system and social organization.to,a.highJeY.el,of.achiev.ement, and.was not conscious of.t.h~.need
to imgrove or~eer:>ede.i.t::_,;The plienom£on wmc!f"a'isturbeatne
llalance was the nse ot'Hie great industry, first in England, and then, a
generation later, on the cc,HJ,~\n~nt,q(.~urope and in the United States.r

,

I myself made practically the same remark a few years ago
when I said:
•

The difference. between the Eastern_ a,p.d ""Wes_tetJ;l civilizations is
P.riJ:1laril. a·djjfere.nc · . · ~ tools..u§~ct-T.he .West has d;~i~g th~ last
t~dre years moved far ahead of the East merely because certain
Western,.nations have been.able.to ..de:vise,new~.tools Jor_the co,n_quest
ofnature.andfor.the multiplication.of.the power. to do:work. The East,
whence have come a number of the epoch-making tools of ancient civilization, has failed to carry on that great tradition and is .left behind in
the stage of manual labor while.the Western. world has long entered the
· age of steam and electricity. 2
r
,4"

2

Land and
Labour in China, . p. I.
w· R U a•:~!*""" t ~ ~'"""-~·~. ,~.>#lfM~'"'"'"

•t:ti'f ~

In Whither Mankind (ed. Charles A. Beard) ,.p. 27.
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While not questioning the evident correctness of these
facts of recent history, one is tempted to raise a more
fundamental question: Whether or not there was some
fundamental difference between the intellectual tradition
of the East and that of the West which may account for
the vast differences in the later stages of their respective
cultural development. A comparative study of the history
of the intellectual developments of India and China, and
of the European group, from the ancient Greeks to the
seventeenth century, has convinced me that there is a
real difference between these cultural groups which goes
(ar back to the earliest beginnings of intellectual life among
these peoples and which is traceable throughout all their
later periods of intellectual development. Indeed, the difference is so great and so basic that one is almost justified
in saying that all the vast differences in the most recent
times which so sharply mark off the Western civilization
from the Eastern have been determined or predetermined
by this early difference in intellectual pursuit and endeavor.
One of the simplest methods for such a comparative
study is to prepare a comparative chronology of the intellectual history of these various ·p~oples, beginning with
the earliest periods and coming down to our own times,
indic.ating in every period the great leaders of thought and
belief, and the essential char!lcteristics of their activities,
methodology, and permanent contributions to tl1e inteller.- •
tual heritage of their own civilization. Such a procedure,
simple as it is, is very often tale-telling and brings out in
prominent relief the fundamental differences among the
intellectual classes of these cultural units. Such a comparative chronology will show that these three peoples
were already becoming quite different from one another as
early as their first periods of intellectual maturity. The
ancient leaders of India were developing great religious
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systems, the Chinese were working out their moral· and
political philosophies, and the Greeks, who could ri v:al
their Chinese contemporaries in their philosophizing about
morals and government, were remarkably different from
them in their predominant interest in the objects of nature,
in mathematics, in geometry, and in mechanics.
.
The difference, it is true, has been one of degree of emphasis. But it is a difference in degree, which, in the course
of time, becomes a difference in kind. It is true there were
Chinese thinkers like Mo Ti, whose preserved writings
clearly indicate that they had been interested in the problems of number and of geometric figures; just as there wert:ll
Greek thinkers whose moral and social ideas often bear
striking resemblances to the school of Confucius and Mencius. It is true that both Confucius and Aristotle taught
the doctrine of the mean, the via media; but what a difference existed between these two philosophers when · we
remember how great was Aristotle's interest in the study
of physics, of physiology, and of biology! It would be impossible to imagine a Chinese Aristotle patiently collecting
specimens of plants and .animals, and classifying and describing them. And, wqat a great difference, when we remember the continuous development of geometry from the
Egyptians down to Euclid! In our comparative chronology, it will be seen that Mencius was almost contempora.neous with Aristotle and Euclid; and Archimedes was exactly contemporaneous with Hsun Tze. When Mencius
was theorizing about the innate goodness of human nature,
Euclid was perfecting the science of geometry and laying
the foundation of European science. And when Hsun Tze
was proving, against the kindly Mencius, the' essentially
brutal nature of man, and vehemently condemning all
theorizing about solidity and color, Archimedes was working out the laws of mechanics.
These are not isolated instances when we think of the
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scientific interest in all the Greek philosophers from Thales
to Aristotle. We are reluctantly le~ to the conclusion that,
even in that very early age, the intellectual developments of
the Chinese and the Greeks were already taking radically
divergent directions-the Chinese almost exclusively in the
direction of ethical and political theories, and the Greeks in
the study of plants and animals, of mathematics and geometry, of tools and mechanics.
This difference in intellectual interest and pursuit may
be traced throughout the subsequent ages. Even in the
medieval ages, when religion reigned supreme in the East
.as well as in the West, there was discernible in Europe a
gradual revival of interest in the scientific tradition of the
Greeks. Medicine and mathematics continued to be cultivated; and the first of the medieval un_iversities was a
great medical school. The modern student may smile at
those ceremonious dissections of the human body in the
medieval universities; yet they are significant indications
of a scientific interest deplorably absent in the intellectual
life of medieval China. Throughout medieval China intellectual life tended to be farther removed from the objects
of nature, and more and more dee.rly submerged either in
empty contemplation or in purely literary pursuits. The
medieval religions taught man to contemplate nature, to
be in harmony with it, to obey it, but not to divulge its
secret and subjugate it. And the institution of the literary
examinations which furnished the only channel to social·
honor and political office was effectively molding Chinese
intellectual life into purely literary gymnastics.
The Confucianist or neo-Confucianist Renaissance in the
eleventh and the twelfth centuries made grandio§e_p_romises of a new scientific era. The school of .Cheng-y:i and
Chu Hsi taught that the method of knowledge was "to go ·
to the things or objects and investigate into the reasons
thereof." The philosophical slogans of the age were: "Go
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to the things" (ke wu); "Learn the reason of all things"
(ch'iung li); and "Extend your knowledge to the utmost"
(chih chih). And the scope of "things" was as extensive as
nature itself. "From your own body to the reason of being
of heaven and earth, everything is an object of investigation." "Every grass and every shrub must be studied."
The scope of study as thus defined by Cheng Yi is exactly
the scope of natural science.
But how shall one proceed to investigate the reason of
things? These philosophers tell us: "Investigate one thing
_at a time. Understand one thing today; another tomorrow.
When you accumulate sufficient knowledge, you will sud-.
denly understand the whole." But how? Without a scientific tradition such as the Greeks and the medieval doctors
bequeathed to modern Europe, these Chinese philosophers
were greatly handicapped. They had the scientific spirit;
but they had no method. There was not even the tradition
of coll~cting and classifying specimens. The only method·
was observation and reflection. It must be admitted that
some of their observations are full of scientific insight.
Chu Hsi, for instance, made this remarkable observation:
"I have noticed shell~ are found on high mountains,
sometimes in the rocks. The rocks were the soils of old
days, and the shells once lived in the water. The low
places became high, and the soft mud turned into hard
rock." He was unaware that he was thus anticipating
• Leonardo da Vinci by 300 years in understanding the true
nature of fossils. He also observed from the existence of
shells on high mountains and from the wave-like form of
mountain ranges that the mountains had once been under
water. He told the disciples to think more deeply so that
they might understand.
But it was very difficult for these philosophers to carry
out this ambitious scientific program of inquiry into the
reason of things without feeling they were being defeated
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at evety tum of their effort. And, after all, what has the
reason of fossil-formation or even mountain-formation to
do with the moral well-being of the individual? Has not
the other great philosopher, Cheng Hao, the elder brother
of Cheng Yi, said that one may lose one's moral determination by playing with things? So these philosophers began
to narrow down the scope of "things" to be investigated to
three categories: "understanding the principles taught in
the books; finding out the right and wrong in history; and
knowing how to deal with men." By this retraction they
went back to the old emphasis on ethical and political
.theorizing and to the bookish and literary pursuits, and
forsook the path of an ambitious venture to investigate the
reason of all things in nature.
This retraction, though unfortunate, was probably unavoidable. Without a scientific tradition back of it, without the habit of handling the objects of nature, and without apparatus necessary to aid the sense organs, ~uch an
ambitious program of scientific investigation was impossible. In the early years of the sixteenth century the great
philosopher Wang Y ang-ming ridiculed this procedure of
Chu Hsi by showing how impossibJe it was to carry it into
effect. He said:
The great philosopher Chu told us to investigate all things in nature.
Have you ever tried it? I have tried it. My friend Mr. Chien and I decided to practise what the great philosopher has taught us to do. We
decided to begin with an inquiry into the "reason" of the bamboo in•
my courtyard. Mr. Chien sat by the bamboo and began his investigation. He sat there three days and three nights, and gained no insight
into it. Then I myself took his place and sat there seven days and seven
nights. I was terribly exhausted, but the tree refused to reveal any of
!t~ re~eone. Sc !n the end '\"te concluded th~t '\Ve '.Vere prcb~bly net
qualified to become philosophers since we had not the ability to investigate the reason of things!

So Wang Yang-ming tflught a new philosophy which held
that reason was not in things, but within us; and that to
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understand things must mean to awaken in us the innate
and intuitive knowledge which is the standard and criterion
of right and wrong in all things.
But the scientific spirit preached by Cheng Yi and Chu
Hsi could not easily be killed by the ridicule of the School
of Wang Yang-ming. It lived on and brought about an
age of scientific scholarship in the humanities-in the study
of the classical and historical liter.ature of the past. Chu
Hsi himself initiated this critical scholarship by his patient
and painstaking commentaries on the classics, and on the
other extra-canonical works of antiquity. He raised numerous problems for critical study: textual criticism, •·
philological reconstruction of the meaning of old words,
and the determination of authorship and date of ancient
texts. In all these fields of work, the Chinese scholars
found themselves quite at home, and the scientific spirit
which had failed of application in the study of things in
nature b~gan "to produce remarkable results in the study of
words and texts.
This new critical scholarship reached its maturity in the
seventeenth century under the leadership of two great
scholars, Ku Yen-wu (died 1681) and Yen Jo-chu (died
1704), the former founding the science of Chinese phory.ology, and the latter, higher criticism of the classics. Both of
them were also interested in historical and geographical
~tudies and helped to place them on a critical and scientific
basis. Both of them were conscientiously scientific in their
me~hods which required every theory, every philological
reconstruction, every historical statement, to be supported
by evidence. Ku Y en-wu, for example, once offered I 6o
evidences to prove the ancient pronunciation of a single
word! The philosophy of scientific investigation of the
twelfth century had at last found a workable scientific
method in the seventeenth. This scientific spirit and methodology placed the new scholarship on a solid basis, and
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produced the age of scientific research in the humanistic
and historical studies during the last three hundred years.
But what a difference there still was between the East
and the West, when we compare the Chinese learning of
these three centuries with that of modern Europe! If we
make a comparative chronology of the leaders of Chinese
and European learning during the seventeenth centurythe formative period both for the new science in modern
Europe and the new learning in China-we shall see that
four years before Ku Yen-wu was born (I6IJ), Galileo
had invented his telescope and was using it to revolutionize
• the science of astronomy, and Kepler was publishing his
revolutionary studies of Mars and his new laws of the
movements of the planets. When Ku Yen-wu worked on
his philological studies and reconstructed the archaic pronunciations, Harvey had published his great work on the
circulation of blood, and Galileo his two great works on
astronomy and the new science. Eleven years before Yen
Jo-chu began his critical study of the Book of History,
Torricelli had completed his great experiment on the pressure of air. Shortly after, Boyle announced the results of
his experiments in chemistry, and. formulated the law that
bears his name. The year before Ku Y en-wu completed
his epoch-making Five Books on philological studies, Newton had worked out his calculus and his analysis of white
light. In 168o, Ku wrote his preface to the final texts of
his philological works; in 1687, Newton r.ublished his
Principia.
The striking similarity in the scientific spirit and method
of these great leaders of the age of new learning in their
respective countries makes the fundamental difference between their fields of work all the more conspicuous. Gali1
T7
1
..,....
1
1eo, n..ep1er, noy1e, narvey, ana l'llewton worked Wlth the
objects of nature, with stars, balls, inclining planes, telescopes, microscopes, prisms, chemicals, and numbers and
TT
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astronomical tables. And their Chinese con temporaries
worked with books, words, and documentary evidences.
The latter created three hundred years of scientific book
learning; the former created a new science and a new world.
This all too long historical introduction is not meant
merely to indulge in an idle speculation on what I have
considered as one of the possible real differences between
the civilization of China and that of the West. It is meant
to present here the historical background of the in tellectual changes that are now taking place in present-day
China. In this background two things stand out pre-emi- •
nently. First, by a difference in emphasis, the intellectual
life in China has in all these centuries been confined to the
sphere of ethical, social, and political philosophy, and the
purely literary training of the intellectual class has tended
to limit its activities to the field of books and documents.
And, second, in the last 8oo years, there has grown up a
scientific tradition, first as an intellectual ideal taught in
the most influential school of philosophical thought, then
as a scientific technique, even though it was applied not to
the objects of nature hut to humanistic and historical
studies. The ideal is to investigate the nature of all things
and to understand them. The technique is to build up every
theory or hypothesis on the firm ground of sufficient evidence.
.
Because of the long-established humanistic and litera!"y
tradition, it has not been easy for our older schol_ars to take
tip the natural sciences and their applications without
radically changing their working habits. It was not easy
for them to discard their flowing robes to put on the aprons
of the laboratory worker, and to soil their delicate fingers
in: handling test-tubes and boiling unpleasant solutions.
It was not easy for them to leave their books to work with
the strange things of nature. Without long and thorough

.
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training under able leadership it is always a temptation for
even younger students to regard science as another form of
book knowledge. The laboratory habit and the love for
instruments of precision will require a long time to cultivate among Chinese youth.
But, fortunately, there is this scientific tradition which
makes the Chinese feel not entirely at sea in the scientific
age. When Western science first came to China it was necessary to find a suitable translation for the term "science,"
and the name chosen was "ke-chih," that is, "go-extend," an abbreviation of the old philosophical slogan,
• "Go to the things and extend your knowledg~ to the utmost." That term remained in use for almost half a century until it was gradually replaced by the new name
"ko-hsueh" which means "systematic knowledge." There
was no open resistance to the new science from the West,
which was from the very beginning hailed by the Chinese
intellectuals as a useful extension of the Chinese ideal to
investigate the reason of all things. The only resistance
was an unconscious one, the resistance of the old literary
and bookish habits. It was a very important gain for the
nation when the intelligentsia c~uld look upon the new
science with appreciation and welcome it with enthusiasm.
So the scholars helped the early missionaries to translate
the science textbooks into Chinese, and wrote and preached
that the new generation must learn all the wonderful store.
of knowledge in mathematics, mechanics, the science of
light, sound, and electricity, and in chemistry-the knowledge which is the foundation of the power and prosperity
of the Western nations. But they themselves naturally
continued to write their classical compositions and carried
on 'their researches in the old books and documents.
The period of Chinese scientific activity did not begin
until the first years of the Republic. The older reformers
had only introduced a book knowledge of the sciences,
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without fully understanding their intellectual significance,
without adequ~te equipment for laboratory work, and without adequately trained leaders to organize the studies and
researches. Most of the textbooks on science were translated by men who admired science most sincerely but who
had only a very superficial book knowledge of the subjects in
the Japanese schools, and never .did real laboratory work
or undertook field expeditions. The schools were beginning
to have classroom experiments in physics and chemistry,
and botanical and zoOlogical specimens; but they were as
bookish as the textbooks, and were useless for the training
of scientific workers.
•
But the increase of young students in the American and
European universities brought many of them into wellequipped scientific laboratories and under the leadership
of able scientists. The thorough training they received
abroad enabled them, on their return to China, to become
leaders of the new sciences, builders of modern laboratories,-and founders of new institutes of scientific research.
The Science Society of China, which now has a membership'
of a thousand, was founded in 1914 by a group of undergraduate students at C.ornell University, and the first
scientific monthly, the organ of that society, was edited in
the rooms of one of the p~rivate boarding houses in Ithaca,
New Y ark. The Geological Survey was founded in I 9 I 3
py Mr. V. K. Ting, a graduate of the University of Glasgow. And one of the founders of the national Academia
Sinica, the most comprehensive organization for corporate
research with nine research institutes, was Mr. Yang
Chuan, a graduate of Cornell.
TheN ational Geological Survey is only. 20 years old, and
the Academia Sinica only 6 years old. All the scientific
progress in China has been the work of these 20 years. The
progress cannot be very great; and yet, as we look back on
these brief 20 years, we can at l~ast say that a very good
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start has been made, and in spite of disturbing conditions
throughout the country, in spite of great financial distress,
much progress has been achieved in a number of the
sciences, notably in geology, biology, archaeology, and other historical sciences. In geology and paleontology, because of the exceptionally able leadership of three native
geologists, V. K. Ting, W. H. Wong, and J. S. Lee, and
because of the excellent co-operation of their foreign colleagues, in particular, Dr. A. W. Grabau of America and
Dr. J. G. Andersson of Sweden-in these sciences China
has in the 20 years not only succeeded in catching up with
• the general progress made outside of China, but has also
made valuable contributions to these sciences which are
freely acknowledged as of great importance. These versatile geologists, in their successful work in reading the history and resources of the earth in China, have had the
surplus energy and leisure to take up many scientific explorations not strictly within their field of work. They are
responsible for the discovery of neolithic culture in Honan
and Manchuria, for the soil survey and fuel research, and
for the more famous discovery in Choukoutien of the "Peking Man," the Sinanthropus Pe~inensis.
While these important advances were being made in the
various branches of the natural sciences, a great ch:l;.nge
wa~_s:<?_mi~g.over the study of the humanities and the__h}storical sciences. These studies had long been the exclusive
fields of Chinese scholars trained in the critical tradition oT
t}!e last- three hundred years of native scholarship. No
modern and foreign-trained students were supposed to
·have sufficient training and qudification to intrude into
the sanctuary o( the older scholars. But, from 1917 on,
young scholars trained in the American and European
universities began to invade this sacred realm of old learning and to become professors of Chinese philosophy, literature, and history. They brought with them not only the
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new and more fully developed technique of historical
criticism and research, but also new points of view which
saw the old problems in a totally different and sometimes
revolutionary light. Many of the old problems which had
perplexed generations of old scholars became quite intelligible in the hands of the modern trained workers. ~_9.g
ical studies were greatly facilitated by the aid of the comparativetechn1que perfected by the philologists of the
West. Historical researches were revolutionized by the
new insfst~~~~~h;~;';i'CI~nce, not merely of books and
documents, but of real objects and monuments unearthed
by archaeological excavations. The old methodology, crit- •
ical and scientific though it was, had to be supplemented
and made more conscious by the modern developments. In
~~
){the course of Jess_,than.Jwen.ty:.:ye::~:rs,.acorp.plete. revolution
1
'I{~~-11-l:J!:2:Yght~~~9.Y.til!:~'!!!!l..2§,!...all.J.he.fiel.ct~.gfJ}istorical
re~~~!Sh . ~!!~,~ ..!n~!J.<?-P9li,?;~~J:ly .. !Q~,Qld_)>,.c}:lqlars.
This
revolution,
which
constitutes the• ,. humanist move-·.
..
•'fl4•""''"'·
ment of the ~~~'V~!'{o\-··-;..'l'....,,...,
Chinese Renaissance-"''~··'.·has been achieved in
several ways. In the first place, the scope of the work has
been greatly widened. The"old~sc.hql'lrs_v,-•exe,.e.§§~,~g\ally
students........._.,..,..,...,,_,.,.,.10,,...
of the ... classics.
of ..the
Confucianist
school
·.,..
- ·•·
,,, - ..
•. ..
.
•··· ..
...... ,,, and
their field was restricted to the narrow circle of these classks and the dynastic histories. Modern scholarship, on the
dther hand, contended that the scope of historical research
.must be as extensive as the whole history of Chinese civilization in all its aspects, and must include the non-Confucianist and non-classical materials. Moreover, the history of Chinese cultural }nstitutions cannot be fully understood without reference to the neighboring cultures with
which China came into close contact in various periods of
her cultural development. Therefore, this study must in...:
elude all the cultural histories of the races that had relationship with the Chinese at one time or another.
Second, new materials have been brought in for com--"~''"'_. ..,..,~~-' _.,.""'_r~·
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parative studies. It was found that the old books could
not be studied without the aid of the materials introduced
from outside the books themselves. The reconstruction of
historical pronunciations of Chinese words, for example,
cannot be achieved merely with the aid of old dictionaries
and rhyme-books which were the only materials used by
the older scholars, but must make use of the older dialects
in Southern China, especially in Canton, and the old pronunciations preserved in the Japanese, Korean, and other
neighboring languages.
Third, a new spirit has been introduced into these
• studies. The spirit of doubt, which had ·already been in
existence among the seventeenth-century '.:>L~'..olars, is now
seriously entering into the sinological studies as one of the
most powerful guiding principles. When, in 1917, I began
my course on the History of Chinese Philosophy with the
age of the poets and ignored all the previous periods of
sage-rulers, the treatment was considered by the conservative students as so outrageous that it almost created a
revolt in my class. But a few years later, one of the students of that class published a series of historical studies
in which he not only repudiated• the legendary eras and
sage-emperors, but seriously questioned the historical
existence of the Hsia Dynasty, one of the three dynasties
of antiquity. 3 This spirit of doubt is not merely negative,
but is essentially creative, in that it emphasizes the su-.
preme importance of establishing belief on the solid basis
of evidence.
And lastly, the critical methodology of the older scholarship has been subjected to new improvement and revision
anJ thereby made more effective. It was not enough to
offer evidences for a theory; the evidences must first be
rigidly tested as to their authenticity. It was not enough to
make use of historic monuments accidentally unearthed;
3 dutobiogratJhy

of a Chinese Historian, translated by A. W. Hummel, 1932.
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it is necessary to excavate them systematically and scientifically, and they must be studied together with their origin and environment. It was not enough to have a critical
method; the method must be self-conscious so that it may
be able to criticize itself and guard itself against loose application. The older methodology was often lacking in the
historico-evolutionary standpoint; Ku Y en-wu, who founded the scientific study of Chinese phonology;actually hoped
that his studies might help to bring about a restoration of
Chinese speech to the classical pronunciation of the ancients! Such unconscious errors, common to all scholars of
the older tradition, are now slowly passing away with th~
introduction.ofthe genetic and evolutionary. methods.
~y_t~.iu~Y..9lll.ti£>Ll.,j~!?:"S!f1:9~()g~a,l StJ1.c!i~s, 4 .~Y- this invasion of modern scientific scholarship into the historical
fields, the critical and scientific. tradition of .theJast three
hundred years. has been,given.a new,recognition. and new
meaning. It has made Chinese youth understand that the
so-called procedure of science is, after all, not so alien and
strange to the Chinese intellectual tradition. It has become possible to make the general public better understand the nature of this new procedure by its application
to those historical studies which it can best grasp. And,
most important of all, this' critical and scientific research
into the cultural past of the nation will probably have the
• desirable effect of lessening the force. of conservatism, by
undermining dogmatism, by .discrediting ill-founded credulity, by illuminating what once was.only.unfathomable
darkness.and mystery.
4 Leadership in this field is now chiefly located in the Institute of History and '
Linguistics, of, the,Academia .Sinica .
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RELIGION IN CHINESE LIFE
T HAS often been obs_fdved that the Chinese 2eople
are not interested in what the Christians under;t'and
~
as re.ligious life. It...h.as even be~n.,~.aid.,..thl!.L.the
' \ Chinese pe,oplt:: :re ~ot religious. .
I.t.ls. true that the Cliinese. are not so religious !lS the
-Hindus, or even as the Japanese; and they are'certainly not
so reli ious as the Christian missionaries desl~e ·them to be.
ract1caliy ~11-the pr~min~nt l~ad~;s of thought in Chi~a
§2:~::£_e_~open!y. agnostics. ~!12 ..ev~n.-~theists. And t~e
you_!l_g-~gi. a;~ even O,Eenlx_ anti-relig1<2l.l~.,_{\!though the
ne"rce ant1-rehg10us movements of a few years ago have
now subsided, it cannot be deni~c:i that the educated
people in China are incii_lfeX~I}t to religion and that the
wh. ~~intellectual tendency- there1s n9't fa,.yQr~ble . to . a~y
religiol!S gl.Oxeme_nt or revival.
-B-ut_l_wi~li tQ,P~l!f tJlat"'it ~s entirely wrong ~o say
tthe Chin~se are not rd1giou.s. N9_2eo.Qle is realiyin. able of religious life or exl?er:ieg._5.e.- ~ut there is always
a difference irr the definitions. And there is always a vast
difference in-the degree of relig~sity or piety, varying from.
the modern churchgoer to the medieval saint. In the eyes
of the medieval saint no one in this audience who listens
patiently to a "heathen" lecturing on comparative religion
can be said to be religious! Similarly, a people who may
not have cultivated such habits ns church-going, gracesaying, hymn-singing, and praying, and who may take no
interest in the problems of the second person in the trinity,
of transubstantiation, of the proper degree of submergence in baptism-such a people may have their own re-
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ligion which may not necessarily be worse than that of
any other people.
9

~ te~~;;~~~:~;,~!'"~ £~~~t!r~~~;i!·~~~f:f·~~~~~~:e~:~

heve in a Earticular deity is a chiao; wout to teach them
liow to behave toward other men is also a chiao. The anClents did say that "the sages founded religions (cJJO')On
the ways of the gods. But it is not always necessary to
make use of such supernatural expedients. And the Chinese
people make no distinction between the theistic reiig1ons
and· the purely mor.al teac.b,ipgs..D.£ .t%,ir_sa.g~_s. Ths:refore,
..¥.. tlie term chigo.'is applied to Buddhism, Taoism, Moham._
I · ffiedanism, CliristianitY.l as well as Confucianism. They
are all systems of moral teachin~.: Teachinrfl a moral life
is the essential thing; and "the ways of t e ~ods" ~re
merely one of the possible means of sanctioning tfiat
teaching. That is in substance the Chinese concention of
1
; religion.
The other factti'r, the degree of piety,_,_,.lVhich is in reality
a de~u0anafi~ways a~ historical circumstances. It is as accidental as the number of
gods worshiped or the ~olor of the vestments of the priests.
In the life of every people with a long history there are
always periods of varied intensity in religious experience.
The Greek philosophers calmly discussed their gods, and
some ridiculed them; the Romans tolerated them and the
• Christians destroyed them all in favor of their one God;
the medieval saints lived and had their whole being· in
God; the modern Christian peoples fought long and bloody
wars over their religious differences and burned witches
.and heretics in the name of their God; and the present age
seems to be again returning to the attitude of the Greek
sophists.
The Chinese Eeo~ too,_we.IJ.t_thr.P..JJgh~lUmd~-Qf_vi
, '\~ssitudes in their religio_uJ>_d,~Y~lR.pme.u.t....Ihere were long
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periods in Chinese history when this people also became so
fanatically religious that a pious monk would burn a
finger, or an arm, or the whole body, willingly and devoutly, as the supreme form of devotion to his Buddhist faith.
T~~er~ _times. when every fg~ytk-m:aiFin ·~p.9pula
tion would be a Buddhist monk or a Taoist priest. There
were times when the court and the people spent millioiiSOf
ounces ofSi1ver yearly to buJl~~grand temRles_ang m~
teries, and" millions of acresofiand were donated to the
moila.Sten€s "as 'Voluntary off~rmgs to the gods. Nostudent of Chinese history can say that the Chinese are in\.capable of religious experience, even when judged by the
'standards of medieval Europe or pious India.
\ But there were a series of historical factors of very great
importance which tended to make the Chinese people-less
other-worldly than the other historical races of the earth.
One of these was the fact that our civilization began in the
north-temperate zone where the bounty of nature w·as
never<·aburtda-nt ana-the struggle forexistence was always
'fa!~· This produced a hard_working, simply_l_ivilJ.~- ~ut
pever wildly imaginative p~ople. They had no time to
indulg~ in. speculating about "die ··'Yays of the gpds, or in
effusive praises of 't1ie wonderful benevolenc~ of heaven
which they never enjoyed. T.E~x_h_ad a very simple religion
01~sis!~_g chieflx_ in a worshiE of their o_wn an~_es~ors,a
ehct m the spirits andj:h_t;~QFers of the natural forces, a
wo!"S!IP ofa Sl!£reme God or he~ven (:wjlich ~§bly •
evolyt;d o~tof the wor§hip Qf natural obje~, and a belief
;~ rr.~r~n,.f.iron ~<>P thPv <~rlrlPrl-"' hPliPf in thP irlP::J nf

-

~:;~f:iii~~i7~~~~if~e::~~ ~~f;~ -~:~~i:~~~i~n~i~- r~:
'

port~nce of the perpetuation" of the famlly liri'e, probably
primarily for economic reasons. This wa~ the o~igin~l religion of ~h~ ~4ine_s~ Tht: _e:x:treme_simP.liciJ~_of_thi§.!._acial
religion-w-as the. m~s_t_re_J:!l!lrkable in th~i_§__t2_r_y_o_Lrn__an-
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?'kind. There was. little my:tholog~ and little elaborate
"'itualism. lt~never had a generic name, and I have-else-

1

*

here~, Pr9R.Q.S,y,g_..t9.£llilJ.t.:.¥i.nitJsi~m.,~:...

Another important historical~facfor is die fact that this
alre§I very_su:r~ple religi£D_was:£).1.Wer simplified and
purified by t.he eariYPJuloso_Ehers of ~ief;fu~· Our
first~hd.~"sopnerwas..a founder ofnatura tsm;.and our
~ ~EiLgfSJ..L.&.,,!!:;>r ~!~.!?.•!~~.J.~!£:., .. -~()_tze aug_h{
that heaven and earth were unkmCl: they tr · a 1 engs like dogs and grass. He revolted against the
morphic conception of a supreme God. There was only a
n!l..!E!~:LP..t!?£.~~.t~hi.s,~JlJ:,C,:J!1lcr,g•.~,~..,~.;;~!f!:.9,,:: or~JlY· Every-•
thing becomes such of itself. The.:Iao.does nothing;-and
yet 1t acliteves everything. It was thts naturaliSti.C"CCn.ception of the universe~wh.ich..ii}"1ate:r, ages al:ways came up to
ser'je48 an effective weapon against superstition and anlopomorphic religion.
Confusius .was__ a.~,human.i§.t and an agnos,tic.. ~~n \
j(e
a J1. t.dea~h~Qd.the
proper:auties.to
t e_spmts and. ·
.~. ~,:/"'
,.<·"' '"~ ·-··.
.
•
• ·'
. . "''
th<: .~.?~~~!!pli:~-~r'?,~.,lp2!?,~,k\9S::v~£~<?.~.,tJJ,£~~-J:2;~;~;.,~~~- we
~l1~~',,_g~Mb.~~ .A.n,ct we ha v~..!}_9_t.J~ar.l).e_d ,h9:w-~t()"'serye men,;r-.
'how can .we se~~S~.th~,g~,~.~. ~··, ~if~..a~.d. p1:1.11?-af14 _~9..<;~~!Y are
the chief concern of Confucianism and, through it, the
c,.lii~Lc~n'cer~C~h~.~CJli.~~}.~p~pl~: _~onfl11Ili~~ ~Is';). s~id:
"To say that you know a thing when you know it, and to
.say that you do not know when you know it not, that is
knowledg~.·· Th~t.i$_l}i,~Jemm!ati~>_t!£>.f.~g~.9J!icism.
A historically minded man, Confucius did not o enly
repudiate the spirits ana t e gods of the ~ple. B~t he
t~~ne of nisdiscip~es:. :'Re~vere t~e g?~s, bl1t be aloof
ftom th~-:·>-Afi'd"i~"-t:lie:1n'a/;~i,G1lii;riil~~s"laia"'down:
.
.
.
"Worship as if something were present; worship a god as if
he were present." This is no hypocrisy, but the psychology

~

anthropo-~

~--....._-,f)~"

~!fu Sh\h, "Rdjg~.!!.ill!.~.~p_hy: in ChinesD-Iistorx.," in A.SyiEP.osium

on· Chinese Cu/ture.._(ed.M!;s.):iop]lia ~h§Jl;l~p.),,,Shaqghfli,.J-9J1._
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of religious reverence. As his followers have put it, "When
you have purified yourself for the worship and put on the
grand sacrificial robes, the solemnity of the occasion naturally makes you feel as if the objects of worship were really
above you, and on the right and left of you." And it is not
uncommon today to find written on the village shrines in
big characters the Confucian motto: "As if he were above
you" (ju tsai ch' i shang)!

~

!:-.~_?.~~~ --~!:~..C.:~n?-(tlci~~ ,_\\;_er~ _t~ac}:le-rs of a.na..t.ura-lis.tic attitude toward religion. ':fhe forme~ught us to follow the
course of_nature; the latter)jo abide __by_.fat;e. "L,ife_and
•death arc(ordained, and wealth and honor are determined
iilHeaven. ,-Tliis deterministic attitude, while quite reli\ giousinitself, was not favorable to the older belief in the
efficacy of appeasing the gods for favors or for averting misr
"A gent1eman, " says Con f ucms,
·
" sorrows not,
1ortunes.
nor fears. ASlong as helillcls no inward guilt, wh~ould
lie sorrow, anj:L~h.at...§~9..Yki.h.U~t?:.
And the Confucianists actually tried to found a new re/ l~giononiTial_p1ety_w1rh 2 ut the ~t.2f the_gggs. Tliis
{~gion centers around the idea that the human body is the
.Y,~acred inheritance from the pargll'ts~~and.tnY.st..always be
/ ~garded as.such. "There are three forms of filial piety: the
ighest is to glorify one's parents; next, not to degrade
hem; and lastly, to support them." "This body is infierit,eairom our parents. Ho.w_dar.e_we_a£tJ~rently: with.
this inheritance? Therefore,_to_lix~ careless!y is a sin
~gainst filiai-du~slo}Ulli}:..t9...Q.UL~_so_is dishonesty in office; so is faithlessness to friends; and so is
lack of courage on the battlefj.elfl~~ F:ailure in any one of
these five duties. will disgrace o~e's.J?arents. Dare we act
Without reverence ?"_:'The dutif).ll s.On.fle~er..moves a step
;ithout thinking of his parents; nor utters a word without
thinking of his parents." The parents thus take the place
of God or the gods as a new moral sanction of human action.

/·
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But all these rationalistic simplifications were of course
..-..too sophisticated for the general populace. Th~e pe9pl~ car.1\;~ed .qn ~r .si~~_:~Ji.g.L~!L~1...2.L?.ld, ~!J1<i.fr9m .•#me to~::
,ll~s:. ~.t4~Y;w-'!?.Ciec1"to.;;it..;.the,ne:w..increments,acguire,d. b.y cont-aet~with"roth~r"r~~es, . And from time to time, great religtous movements arose under the leadership of men more
pious and inspired than Laotze and Confucius.
Thus there arose th.e reat,reli ion~PO\J.oisrn..in.th,~ fifth
centl1rY,:B~C:,.\lDJ;iJ:;ct_!h~. t(!at,reli iop,s,re ormer,,. , !L. ,1 _w o
was dtssatts e wtth the rationalist tendencies o t e age
and,.w.ho.trie\t.tp,re;v;i~te.~h~"'91Q.,.~in.tt,i!;:,J:;~ligi9~.•.~Y,.RW1iXi.ngA
~~. ~nd,,.gi~i9:g j ~..,.:;t ~IJ~.!Y ..a.!l~mote,..iu~PJ!.~ng,,w,~.~nipg .. Hee
taught a personal god who wills and knows and has the
power to reward and pumsh, and whose wtll is love unlimited love fat all men without distinction.
Thus again there arose the great reli ious movement in
t}J.e.,..secon X!"c.en.tur;y:..,.,B .. c,_under . the Confucianist leader
..J.lt1g ...¢_b~pg;:~h~: wh~tri~~~ ~~::f~u;d~f!·:·sta~j~Ji""fo~ of *~
m;ttctsm un er t e di~ggis.~ of Col)fllci"ani~¥?;~.. ,X,he.heart
-~~~~~neH~~~t'old
$ipitic
'..1
f
l
l
·
1
·
d
·
·
d.
f
·b.
'·~c..."' 1'* i• .,.,.....__ d
\)!~ <2 .~ ~S _eogg1~a._ go, ,an_ .. ,() ..r~~.tt,: -~tlOfl;;~~9£tgooat.:an

v1('"FI~"tittlglitthTt"'''tlfe~H~of'm111r,''"~h~1t~~~fies

· ·~~h'igh'etfr~v~tt">r;·'-rtraarr€rs'trr~ev:n;1!ln~fl=r~ffi~·;rtl1·= ·
ersa course of Heaven and Earth, arid causes

re~_Eonsive

Lb-v~er:"T"e-:-r-:-a-:-t-to:-:-n"""s"'"'t"':"n-t:"r""'e..,.t-:-r-:-m-a-:-n-i'i'~,....es-:t:-a~t.,...io~n;':'-;'"w~~g~:;ern-

•

ient:'''h';~db'lle"'i~~~~a~~~lTrgrve warning in the
form of such catastrophes as fire, floods, famines, earth-:~uakes, and mountain slides. And when.the. warnings are
not heeded, then. heaven .will.cause . str<l,nge .. \lnomalies to
~p_pear on earth to terrify--the. rulers into repentance. The
<Jlass of "anom11lies" include such things as comets, sun
efuse4>Jhe growing of beargs..Q.n-~~c:,_And it is
only when these anomalies fail to check misgovernment
fliat final ruin and destruction shall befall the empire. For
God is alwa s kind to the rulers of man. This religion,
which apparently had the political motive o attempting to
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check the unlimited power of the despots, was zealously
perpetuated by the scholars throughout the later centuries.

)
'-. ~~
·

.T··]len, about th._. e fi. .!:~.t:_ce_!l~ur.J>,:.!!,C.,..ther.e c~n:e.the great
cultural invasion from India, the introduct!,on of Bud\ d~i.§:t:ll. No· oiie really knows h9~ this came.l!bou_t. By
65.. ;\·D· itliaa already been embrace(?i_~prmce of the
\ / imperiarfamily~ by 165 it was ~~~ted by_~n emper?r '!_ho
AI worshiped BuCidha together with Laotze. By 200~ it was
~
1 de~ended 6y o11;e o.f_.th.e.Shinese intellectlials. in Sou~liern
\{:hma. ~y 300 1t was talked about by a~l ~~uca~d Chme~e
~nd was l:iecomm6 the most l?~puTar rehgwn of tlie peoi:_le .
• ~cnma had never seen so elaborate and s:r.ectacular are-:
ligion:-Tlie very simplefaith of Siniticism was over-~., ~lielmed, and it was speedily conquered. The Chi{lese peo/~Ie were-~~zziea;·~affi~d~ andcarried.).way oy t~sm.ar/Y;f:Jo,u. ~ ,!~!!_gton of nch Imagery, beautif-ul and capt\vatmg
Vt rif:_ualism, and wonderfuJly .ingenious$etaehysics. !TJlere
1 1was not only a heaven, but thousands o(lieavens; not only
-i1iell;-Diiti8IlellSOf ~increasi"ngs~erity
horror.
. Tl:lereiigiOUS Imagination of th--e-Indianp~pleseefued so
...,....-;' inexliaustible and always of such marveious archfrectonic
/ \ structure. Chin~ __readily acknowledged her crusliing de~

1

1

\

/l

\J.E~t.

and

- -

-

China was so completely Buddhist that eve~ything that
came f_£~11!__tlie_-~UClahi8tcountry_o_f India was readily accepJ:c;:<f_andbes:;_E.me~fashion. Even the worst features of.
~-ahayan~~~d~~-~ll! .wet.:e blindly taken up by Chinese
:}.- b~~lievers. The practice of burning ~ne's body as a _sacrifice
• '}~as frequentiy encouraged by the extreme fanatics; the
lives of monks who burned themselves to death were recorded in the-Buddhist biographies in a ~pecial section ~
/ exemplary achievements of supreme devotion and piety..
nder t~e T'a~g dynasty, some strange m~nk from_Ind~a·
would bnngJLP-lece of human bone and call1t a sacred rehc
f the Buddha; and he would be so devoutly believeothat

~

~
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~the im

erial court and the whole o ulation would suspend
usmess and march in solemn rocesswns to reet t e
.X.Buddha relic: }'~u~y, .h.-ad . h·':l·JR..eBi.~_t,_,.•c;.:_h,.iJl,;;t,..lps·t···1::i'l~r~- · ead /(
b~§ gone complet-<tl¥~ma,.9~~l)~et:~tht!..P9.W.~t(uLench~ent ·
f !~r..LilJJ'?E1~4~.~~£~U~J~L .
..' ~
Bl1t~.tlie 11:.3.:fl';:er r~t1onahst1c. rh.e»tal,!J:y of the Chmese
, ~nteiligentsla.~gt;l.dually._ree:~s-~r.t.y.g.~,if?lfrrag£Lr~y;2lt_~g x
, ifa'inst tlti't)1um1hatmg_ domu:1-atton o the whole n3;tion
,-:-?b;y.a.Joreign.religion,.wh1c.b .:was C?P.p9.~~.4 ..t.RJlJl.t.he best tra-

,f'\ a

.
If
.,

.

'R<ti11oJ1~~:21l[t:-!l:.!.t!~~-"'c~~;£ili?.;.?,Jj..9~l},~.I.ts.celibacy-was~fun~a-~l
111~~ t:lJlY_ 9PP9Sea to the.J;I1i_ne.se society w.J'lich ~m phasized

)

fhe-:im portance .Q£. contmuation~.0f :tlie.cancestrariineage. •

!kdTol~'f.[;r,~;;~~;;;;,-~i~~~1~~~·~l':irg!~b!R~~~~~

~-_!;~~~:'~'"
~~~;,
~t~;:~ii~i;~"!nt-;~~_§1:
t'
"
'
J
fice and smc1ae were fiillilamentall~ agamst the 1dea of "( /
filial p1ety wfitch regarded the human body as a sacred inhentance from one's . arents. And its wonderfuli abstruse ~~
myt ogr an metapJlysics, never ending in the most in-·
genious inventions of new gods and new titles of th$! gods,
never failing in the most hair-splitting differentiations
and sub-differentiations, wer-e·-most-foreign..to.,.tg_e_sim pie
a.nd.straightforward .ways . <?Cthinkiilg of_ t,}le n~tiy~.,..Jra-

ana

~~~~.i<L;;:.~e~~f:ht~J:~~:~~t.~~~~:~;.£~::.:h~~~{:;:e~~!f.\£
and anti-social. Each man endeav~H¥Z~!':'"b:~~P,r:t~~:J!u~;
'limke.r"'as~mos.t.selfish

J

there in a salvation which must re uire the forsaking of the
amily and the desertion of a one's duties to t e family
andthe state? -..
· ~,P.e.~hin.es~.£~~~!t3.~i!inst,J3~dflh~~l!_l~~9~~.!:1,~9,~J~.~~;~,: ...
At first It was an attempt to replace It by some native 1m1-· ··
tation of the imported institution. The native religion of
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Taoism, which rose in the centuries after the gradual invasion of BUddhism, was a revivruoftlleOldS1illtlc religionoTtlie people under the influence of the impac~( Bud- ·
dnistid.eas and practices. First unconsciously~_and_then
fully consciously_, Taoism undertook to kiil its foreig!,l_rival
bJ. -imitating eveo: feature of it. It invented a founder by
superimposing this popular Sinitic religion on Laotze who
was then elevated to the position of a supreme god._b
T~ trinity was modeled after the Buddhist. A Taoist
canon was gradually but consciously forged after the model
of theBuddhist sutras. Heavens and hells were taken over
efr"'Oilitheliidian religion? and- gi~~~ Chinese names, and
tney were presided over by Chinese gods deified from the
historical heroes of the race. Orders of priests and priestesses were formed in imitation of the Buddhist monasteries
·---;::;>and nunneries.
Then they began to persecute the foreign religion of
~ddhism. Several great and nation-wide persecutions
took place in-44b,in 574, in 845, and in 955· In each case,
the.. m. oti.ve was clearly one of a nationalistic attack on an
alien_ f~!th.
' I
In the meantime, the Chinese B\lddhists themselves had
. startedtheir revolt against Buddhism. They_ . could not
long swallow_the_whole output of the wonderful ing~_!Iity
ot Indian_~eta~y_sical obscurantism and rt>lig!ous imaginifion:-They began to simplify it to two essential ele-.
iiieiitS: meditation and insight. Then they began to see
that even medit~tion was not quite necessary. So they
threw overboard all that complicated machinery of meditation, beginning with breath-control and ending in the attainment of the supreme stages of quietude and the mas-tery of supernatural powers. Soon they began to preach
that all the ritualism and verbalism, and all the Buadhas
nd Bodhisattvas all the sutras and charms ana spells
were useless and must be discarded. The Buddha ood is

1"-..f;-)
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w:ithin you; the law is within ou · and salvation is within
you. An salvatton must be sought through the ripe awak. ening of one's own understanding, through intelkcsual enlightenment, for which no external assistance could avail,
. and which must be the result of the individual's patient
seeking and traveling and coming into contact with the
e d__evelbest min_ d. s- .oft.he age. This.was.the.meaning.Qft__h_
ment of Dhy:ana or Ch'an or Zen Buddhism in China."
Then the Chinese Confucianist scholars arose in the

ele_fe~th a~s~-~~~:;::~!1!.~~-~e-~,,.~!_ld_ s!~~lt--.;h~_:'f~!JiThl~w

.to this <l:l~e.ady ~u~h::b.a!~~r~;:sf, I3)!~P.bA~t_r_~Jjg!~t.:· The
tonfucianists began to understand the religion of Bud- •
clliism as sim£lified by the Zennists, and they proceeded to
r_einterpret the classical literature of Confu~~~ the
\ hght of what they had learned from the medteval rehgwQs.
\ _To their delight and surprise, they could find all the problems of the Zen schools in the philosophers of the classical
period. There was the ideal of the perfection of the indi:z#.idua_l th. rough intelle_ ctual tr_ ainin__ g_. Bu_ t t_h_e.perfec.tion of
/\~he indiyidu~Lw:~s.llever,an enq i~. !t~.~Jf, g()r ~~sit merely
t~. the sake of individu~l salvation in which th~ <;hinese
pfnlosophers were never~ mterested. The.perfectwn of the
i~vi4.l!~t2~1? ..9_f!Jy,..the necessary. step for_the_orderjng of
we fan.!!Jy, the .§.~~t:.i,.~n<:t th~ .JYSJrl£~~ J.)e whole aim _tpust
~e theimprovementof.society, The-ideal was to.be -~social
one .
•
All this they found in a little book of post-Confucian
origin, called tlie Great Learning, a booklet of I ,700 words,.
which had been a part oTtl1e"1J Ki and liad attracted very
little attention from the scholars for hundreds of years until the Sung scholars began to dig it out of its long oblivion.
Fro_:n this little book, the neo-Confucian philosophers
slowly built up a secular philosop_hy which became the.
; Hu Shih, "Development of Zen Buddhism in China," in Chinese Social and
Political Science Review, January, I9JI.
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orthodox moral and social teaching for more than seven
centuries. The new philosophy a,epealed to th~ ~urngpist
tradition of tJ:t,~ .Chi,gese,, a!l9- began to have the sanction
of the government and the ;eublic-:-Arter t11iSphllasophy
haci attained official recogmtion and was taught in all
Chinese schools, the medieval religions began to fade away.
and die out without another persecution. The b_est_J:!linds
oftlie nation no longer patronized their teachings, and
even the Zen schools no longer produced first-rate leaders.
Tlleir VItality had been sapped away by tlie vogue of the
more humane and social and more intelligible native systems o_f thought. T~vol_t..9LCJ1.Ln~g~i~~~~-.!b:~_r:}!g!;:n_
f Indta had succeeaed.
-~The,.development ·of critical and scientific scholarship
rom the seventeenth century down has tended to make
he new Confucianist thought drift still farther and far' ther away from the influence of the medieval religions. The
new intellectual life, which was characterized by the development of the humanistic and historical studies, was a continuation of the tendency traceable back to the early days
of~J¥p_e~e.E,e,yol! ~gail1,s!_~.¥~clh!sm .

..;:,f
/
(

'j

1,

But, with the contact of the various religious sects of
hristianity;! there Q.egan in the last~des of the nineteentfi c~nfury a new movement to give Clima a native religwn:- n was thought by someleacters ufthe reforms that
a y at east one of China's weaknesses was the lack ot
a nationalreligiOilWliiCli could uplift the mordsufthe
people and unite the feeling~ and sentiments of the whole
natiun. The outstanding leader of this line of thought was
~'ang Yu-wei;Jlie _reformerof -1898,· ~d the_:.eflgion -~e
pr~p2..§£.<Lto establisn:as the. Qat!~l r~JJgion of Cliiila'Was
<;:_Oiitucianim!~ He wrote and preached in favor 6f.::rtrispolitical establishmell.W Confucianism. He initiated the
; practice of dating Chinese history from the birth of Con-
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f,usit~s.J..SSL..~;,S:J_,_,g[ter the fashion in the West of dating
history in terms of the Christian era.
But he belonged to a school of classical scholarship which
believed that a large portion of the classics, the portion that
was originally written in the so-called "ancient script," was
a forgery made in the Han dynasty. He tried to prove, with
copious evidences, and with audacity and critical methodology, that these texts were forged by a clever scholar of
the beginning of the Christian era, by name Liu Hsin, who
fabricated them as a moral support to the usurper-emperor
Wang Mang. His arguments were quite convincing to
many scholars, and this new critical school has a large •
allowing even t~ th1sday. But hi;";rdent advocacy of a
olitical establishment of Confucianism as a state religion
as received with little or no enthusiasm. Even his great
disciEle, Liang Ch'i-ch'ao, was OE£osed to it. The explanatianwas quite simple. The few classics he haa tried to dethrone were the most readable and the most influential of
all the classics. If they were to be condemned as forgeries,
very little would be left of Confucianism. The remaining
texts were difficult to understand at:J.d contained little
moral teaching. The new interpretations which K'ang's
school had tried to read into them were quite as abstruse
as the texts themselves. To establish Confucianism after
such a radical ex}2!!!gation-would be as ridiculous as to see
Hamlet with the Prince of Denmark left out.

I( • ~~~.U9!5.!n_£].9_I_.2, .~2t_ng~~~Li±!t.<fE}§. [~Jl~~ers
'rie~_,!<?~ i?._~~~p<;~. X~tt.~.,.§hi~::-/5!1::Lat?E...ili~fgt;.~tit~.tional

Convention to incor orate a clause in the new Constitution
o tne ReEub tc, establi~.b.ing.the,,tf<aching·-.o£,the . .Confucian
s~._the,bask.,sxstem~.oL.mor.al.ed1lcatiop..,in,.(:fiina.
Under the influence of Yuan Shih-kai, this clause was accepted by the framers of the draft Constitution. ~.11t. the
..(. 11e:w. leaders~of_the.intelle,~:~tu~J.,class,"notabl y. J's'ai_ Yuen:. p'ei, Wu Chih,hui,.and Ch~en,.Tu:-shiu,.fought harq against
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its adoption in the final text of the Constitution. The
words of Mr. Ch'en Tu-shiu are worth quoting as indicating
the new temper o(the age. ~esaid: "All religions are useless as instruments of government and education. They
aret'Obe"Classed witli" the other discarded iCiols of a past
age. Even if we may concede that a religion may be needed
by an uneducated people, are we justified in disregarding
all the teachings of the other religions? We shall be guilty
of encroachi~~l~pon t~e religious liberty
t~e people, ~f
/( the other rehgrons are tgnored and Confuctamsm alone ts
,constitutionally recognized." ~nd he went on to show that
• Confucianism was the veruy:stem of thought which_had
justifiedarul"rationalized the P.olitical institution of despoticruletliroughout all these centuries, and which must go
with the final disappearance of the unlimited monarchy.
; "The morals taught by Confucius and his school, belonged
to the age of feudalism, and are mostly unsuited to an age
of democracy." The anti-Confucianists won their fight in
' the end. Mr. Yuan Shih-:kai, who suP.P.orted this Confucianist establishmetrt:trie'"d to make himself an emperor,
allil-failed.:-Mr.K'ang Yu-wei, who led this movement,
took part in the abortivemovement 'in-1917 to restore the
Manchu Monarchy with the aid of a reactionary general.
The restoration lasted 12 days and then failed completely.
i)Tnese politicafintrigues greatly: diS'C"rediteatlie new Confucianist movement, wliich, as the radtC'altliinkers had
ipreClicteCI, wa.s proved to be in league withtliTreactionary
1.and monarchist movements.
' I_!is in~eresting_!o note_tJ!~ the leaders ~f anti-religious
-- _ thought m the first decade of the Repubhc were largely
of mature ag~ and old scholarshio. Ts'ai Yueu-p~ei
}
and Wu Chih-hui were both outstanding figures of the
older generation. Ts'ai was a Hanlin, that is, a member of
t~e _old_ljterar·y Academy, and was then Chancellor of the
-~ti~~.~-!.}~e~ing u~_ive~sit_Y.·}n 1917 he gave a'public lee-

~
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7··t~~ in which h~_.frgnklyexpressed h_is.c9..!:vi~ti2!}.Sh.~t the
religion_~,~Cth~ .•w,p,rlg,\'V~!~ ..o.IJ.~.t~cles to human Pf.9gr~ss and
that the Chinese mentality was not favorable to religious
attitudes. He proposed a peculiar sui5SfiTUtefhr reitgion.
He-tlio'ught that religion was essentially a product of the
instinctive love for beauty and sublimity, and that it might.
l:ie replaced b,.Y,.,.tt._llnivst;s_gl~gJ!.Stltion in aesthetics, a training which should lead men to love the beautiful and the
sublime in human conduct as well as in nature.
In 1923 there arose in the Chinese periodicals a long contr~;e';syo';~rthe.relationship between science and the out7(' look on life. The post-war pessimism of Europe had b~
· "'tlia t _Eme~!Jlaaeitself' fel t:'"'ii:i'Clii11"eSe""'"cir·aes ··t:Krough the
~ritings of Mr. Liang .'!CK:i:Cliao.
anan~ere
..
....
•· ·
--telling the country that science had proved itself l:iankrupt
as the new savior of mankind, and that the solution of the
ri.dcl.Te of life could not be found tli.rough the channels of
science. The defenders of science hastened to reply to
these attacks, and the controversy lasted more than a year.
\Vhen a part of the controversial literature was collected, it
amounted to over 25o,ooo words. With the exception of a
few conservative scholars trained in German philosophy ·
through the Japanese schools, the majority of those who
took part in this debate were on the side of science which
they held to be capable of dealing with all problems of human life and conduct .
• The most significant event of this controvers was a long
/; - ess.~y ~[~·<?..o2 . ~~F s ] ..ili_.~eteran_!hi~k~l!$.hlh.:'~!J1ad. tfi1s utle: 1_~e:'::.£C:t1~Pt10E..of th~ yg.r~erse
a~d of Life, Based upon
a NewB.elief:':
Jn this essay the
-- - - -· - .
,
...;_.,.._..,_.,
-.
.o,Jd . scholar.. :unr~s.<::~Y-~dly,..accepte9-. the mechapjstic:. cqncept~Q[!h~e,-u.QiY~!:s~, )lJlfLbpj\t,ttP)!:,.PhiJqsqph.y .of life which,
ih. his own words, "ruled out.the.term..:.Gc;td:.and banished
t.h!:~_()ul_ or the spirit/'.., ~~ defined m.an as the animal
yvith two hands ;:pq~:;t__~ig brain which e11able him to make
..._..

,.t4 ~

, .·lOIII•

o...............-...., ... __.- •• tll.'s't-'

-~-----A~"'-4---..-~~
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ools. This tool-making animal has been able to create a

onderful civilization merely through the accumulation of
tools with which he subdues nature and betters his own living. The greatest achievem,ent of man is science together
1\with all its ap_P.lications which greatly multiply: the _power
'of man to do work and to produce things for his enjoyment
and betterment. Mr. Wu holds that the moral life of man)']ind has greatly improved with the advancement of scinee and technology; and that man has never achieved a
oral life anywhere or at any other time in history which
can be proved to be higher than that of the age of science
ind its machines.
He maintains that no religion, but science alone, will
e needeo to make mankind e~ better and more moral.
e tries to prove that all the moral sentiments expressed
in the old religious systems and moral philosophies were
merely empty words without the ability or the tools to
realize them in actual life. It is science alone which has
given man not only the new sympathy, but the new capability to do good which the mendicant saints of medieval
times could never possess. Man must thereforerely upon
himself,ai.1cfliimsetf alone, innis ceaseless endeavor to increase his tools, to extend his knowledge and power to the
utmost, and thereby to make himself more and more moral
by being in possession of greater power to solve the per.. plexities and difficulties of life. "I firmly believe that men
,-7
·..<. of this ~ge arefar_supedor to th()~e of any_pre~wu~ ll:ge; and
· ·~rbelieve that men of the comin~ges will be even b~tter
1than ourselves. And I firmly: believe that the more mate\til rial progress is achieved, the more goods will be produce~,
' the more needs will be met, and the more easily will man.
Le in a position to solve all the most perplexing problems
of the world."
Mr. Wu Chih-hui is now sixty~eight years old. In him
we see the intellectualistic and rationalistic philosoPhYof
1
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life, 'Yhich is not merely the result of scientific influe!lce
from the West, but is the haE_E_Y combination of that influence wj~h tl.ie_whole.naturalistic.and.rationalistic tradi..,tr
tiory ,.o[,!Q.~<;:hi!t~~~..Re.QpJt!~ .. It, is _that. combinationwhich
m::tkes-us-fe.eLcompletely~.at .home.in.this,.world;,and it is
that which has led some of us better to 3..P.P.Ec:51~tt.!.~.tjp_
tellec!E.e.L~n.c:i .ll);~rll.J,sign!fi..9t:Q..<:e ~p.heren t.in. western ci viii., z.~~t2~"~.h,ich.. t~.S:.F!!.~t~,t"JJ.,philosopher, because of the tre. mendous weight of a religious tradition, has not always
been willing to recognize. 3

"'/

.

;/Cf:cli!:!..§hihr~M:Y;;-.9:~.9c<>&nciJSs,·,Evs>!l1.ti()!l,:: in Liuing Philosophies, New
York; 1931.
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VI
SOCIAL DISINTEGRATION AND
READJUSTMENT
The ways of life cannot be immediately unified; they must first be

'7 bro. u.ght tog. et.her by. the tools or implem. ents of human inve.ntion. The

/'steamship ;tnd the railway are t]lt! ca,_rri~e..§..2L_the ways ofjif~.....
Therefore, these great inventions, which the western powers are using
for their encroachment upon China, are the very things which the sages
of a future age will utilize as the means for the unification of the ways
eof life of all the nations of the earth.
W
T'

It

-

ANG

AO

thin:;:~:~/ l~~~ ~;/j;i/: -!2-}

HEN the Chinese
over ha!f a century ago he ~bably had-in mind
the possibility of the Chinese ways of life as
taught by the ancient sages gradually being carried to the
West and influencing or even replacing those of the West? ern peoples. He probably never d. reamed that, half a cen1''\ tury after he -had written those words~. all the sociaCand
p~litical institutions
his own country would be r~J2idly
• un~er~ir:ed and rel?~~ced ~by new forms and., new ~ys
, ~t~ tne steam§hig, th~_ railway, and the Rrtnted book
~h,~J;l!l~se,~ho~.~s .~nd ~ent into the inte~
J>rovmces.
-n'~t"Wang T'ao was essentially right in prophesying that.
it was the new tools of the West that would unify the ways
of life of the nations of the world. For all the social changes
in China can be traced to their early beginnings in the days
when the new tools or vehicles of commerce ~nd locomotion
first brought the Chinese people into unavoidable contaei:
with the strange ways and novel goods of the Western
peoples. Naturally, the first things accepted by the Chinese people were material goods which seemed to be capable of satisfying the daily needs more effectively than the

W
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native products, and which, at their first appearance, w~re'
never suspected as being prejudicial to the existing social
life and institutions. The clock, which had come with the
Portuguese traders and the Jesuit missionaries, remained
in use long after the decline of Jesuit influence in China.
Throughout the nineteenth century, various kinds of manufactured goods gradually came in and became, first the
luxuries of the elite, then the necessities of the cities, and
finally articles of everyday use by the people. Slowly and
imperceptibly, but irresistibly, the imported goods found
their way into the villages and farms, and replaced all their
rivals of native make. Thus matches replaced the old- •
fashioned tinder-box of iron and flint; the kerosene lamp;
the vegetable oil; the cigarett~, the old water pipe and the
long bamboo pipe; and the piece goods of Lancashire the
home-spun cloth. Even paper of Western manufacture is
completing its conquest of the country of its invention.
And the story is true of practically every article of modern
invention and mass production.
Old handcrafts are driven out of existence; gigantic factories and monstrous trading companies are rising in the
cities; sales agents are psnetratir.g into every corner of the
country; peasants are flocking to the manufacturing and
trading centers to find new employments. New ways of
transportation and communication-the steamship, the
.,railway, the new roads, the telegraph, the post serviceare assisting the spread of the goods, the migration of peoples, and the transmission of new manner.s and ideas. And
with them have come the new technique and processes of
commercial and financial transaction and organization.
Ule mill·dollar has replaced uncoined silver; and the copper coin has killed the old cash. The banks, the paper
notes, the joint stock company, and lastly;the stock e~
change-all these are bringing about an economic and industrial revolution in an old country.
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And the rapidity of it all! Within my o~u..Jjfe, I read
5-lLthe beloved novels by lamps of vegetable oil; I sa~. the
Standard Oil invading my own village, I saw gas lamps in
the Chinese shops in Shanghai; and I saw their elimination
by electric lights. In the field of locomotion, I traveled in
sedan chairs, wheelbarrows, and small river boats rowed
by men; in 1904 I first saw the streets of the International
Settlement in Shanghai crowded at night by sedan chairs
carrying beautiful singing girls hurrying to their calls; the
horse carriage was then the fashion in Shanghai, the most
modern city. I saw the first tramway operated in Shanghai
• in 1909, and wrote a poem protesting against its dangers to
the ricksha. My first trip on a steamship was when I was
only two years old, but I never rode in a motor car before
coming to the United States in 1910, and did not travel in
the air until 1928. And my people have traveled with me
from the vegetable oil lamp to electricity, from the wheelbarrow to the Ford car, if not to the aeroplane, and this
in less than forty years' time.
It is true that not all these material transformations
have touched the vast hinterland of China; they have taken place only in the cities. But .three great events have
helped to make the effects of these changes spread far and
' wide: the rapid migration of people to the cities; the
., founding of the new schools; and the political revolution .
-"''
The city is always the center of radiation of the forces of
change and progress. Trade and industry and the facilities •
of education draw peop]f': from distant regions. These people may live permanently in the cities or may return to
their home villages. They may work in the shops and
factories with their families left behind in the country, <¥
they may migrate to the cities with their wives and children. In either case, the influence of urban civilization cannot be overestimated. It means the breaking-up of old
homes, the removal from family and clan ties, the change
____

'
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of living and working habits, contact with new forms of
organization, the entrance of women and children
into the factories, the reliance of the individual upon himself for. good or for evil, new temptations and new wants.
The new education.;which)~gaf! '_Vith .~~~ founding·of
new schools throughout the country produced changes far
more revolutionary than its moderate curriculum would
seem to warrant. It is revolutionary when it is compared
with the meager content and narrow extent of the old village school. The old education was purely classical and
literary, and was intended. only for those who were to take
the literary examinations and to become officials. The.
sons of the ordinary farmer and artisan, if they went to
school at aU, wanted to know no more than a few hundred
characters; only exceptionally clever boys were encouraged
to go beyond that. But the new education, however inadequate and bookish, was meant for everybody who came
to take it; it was planned as education for citizenship. The
content has become so different that a new world, far·more
interesting and far ·more intelligible than the moralizings
of the ancient sages, is brought within the comprehension
of the average boy and .girl. New ideas and ideals are consciously instilled and new ambitions developed in the
minds of the school children as well as in their parents. If
the education does. not give the pupils new capabilities, it
has at least taught them to be dissatisfied with their lot
• and with their old environment. They know enough to see
that foot-binding of the girls is bad, that marriage arranged
by parents is bad, and that superstitions of all kinds are
bad. Well, this would be enough to make trouble and set
parents at variance with their own children. And the
troubles increase with the advance of the school grade and
with the growing complexity of thought-currents that come
with the new fads of the cities. And of course the newspapers from time to time bring new troubles to the schools
soci~l
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and to the homes. Every important political crisis, especially when foreign aggression is involved, creates new vibrations and fresh troubles even for the village community
in the backward parts of China.
And lastly, the political revolutions from 191 I to the
present time have done more to bring about tremendous
social changes everywhere than even the •economic and industrial changes and the new schools. However skin-deep
and unsuccessful the revolution of I9II-I2 may seem to
the outside critic, its most important meaning to the common people is that "even the emperor must go!" What
.else can have greater permanence than the institution of
the emperor which had stood the test of time for thousands
of years? And with the downfall of the imperial dynasty,
there were gone all the numerous institutions which had
been for centuries its accompaniments-the parasitic nobility born to power, the Manchu garrisons stationed in various parts of the country, the thousands of useless offices
which earlier reformers had failed to abolish gradually and
peacefully, the public sale of office, the open corruption of
a class of untitled petty clerks who controlled the departments and the magistral offices a~ who, because of their
permanence and technical knowledge, were more powerful than the ministers and the magistrates. All this had
immense eff~cts en the life of the nation in dislocating old
social classes and necessitating the rise of new professions.
On the other ha.nd, revolutions also bring into power new •
groups of people who are energetic, unscrupulous, and
capable of fishing in troubled waters. The rise of the new
politicians and the military men is particularly noticeable.
And revolutions always mean the breakdown of old au-.
thority. In a country where there was no ruling class, this
sudden collapse of political authority was truly a serious
matter. It brought about long periods of social disorder
and anarchy. Nobody was leading; and everybody seemed
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lost in a sea of uncertainty. New ideas were filling the air:
single tax; woman suffrage; free love; destruction of temples and idols; anarchism; socialism; federalism; party
government, etc. Some of these died away in the speeches
and in the magazines; others like the destruction of Buddhist and Taoist temples and the forming of political parties for a time penetrated into the interior districts.
On the whole, the political revolutions made possible
many of the intellectual and social changes which would
have been impossible in the old days of the empire. The old
political powers which were incapable of effective leadership for reforms were in a position to block and suppress.
the new movements. The tragic failure of the reforms of
I898 clearl)' showed that important changes could not take
place without first overthrowing the age-long authority of
the dynasty and its appendages. The nascent intellectual
and literary movements would not have been permitted to
go on under the Manchu dynasty; a memorial to the throne
from one of the imperial censors would have been sufficient
to imprison the leaders and kill these movements in the
bud. Similarly, most of the social changes that have come
in recent years have bcwen greatly facilitated and accelerated by the' political movements since 19I I.
The most important effect ofthe political revolutions on
social change lies in the fact that the conservative gentry
in the various localities was swept aside by the overthrow
• of the old political power. In the province of Hunan, where
the old gentry had successfully opposed many a reform
movement in the last decades of the nineteenth century,
the revolution of I9I I drove the reactionary leaders away
from the province, and the more radical revolution of Jf·
;926-27 publicly executed many of them after sham trials
by mob tribunals. This province, whose conservative gentry and people in I872 actually mobbed and stoned one of
its leading citizens for the outrageous act of hiring a for-
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eign steamboat to hurry back to Changsha to attend a
family funeral, became the hotbed of radicalism in the
first years of the revolution and was the center of communist activity a few years ago. Radical social revolutions
are made possible by the removal of the forces which were
once the bulwarks of the institutions and usages of the old
society.

?

~he m?s~ ~ons.ric_uous chan~e .in Chinese socie~y has

~been the rearrangement in the social classes. The oidtra-

aition· of class division- gave the scholar liighest rank, the
farmer next, the artisan next, and the merchant at the bot• tom. This division was never literally observed, for the
merchant who had the money power was nev.er really at
the bottom of the social scale even in the good old days.
The public sale of office under the last decades of the Manchus gave an opportunity to the rich merchants to buy
titles or even high offices and to achieve political position
far more rapidly than the poor scholar who had to climb
the regular ladder of the state examinations. But even
this did not fully raise the merchant above the social contempt which the scholarly class cherished toward him, because the social prestige of the suc~ess{ul candidate in the
higher literary examination was so great that the merchant
who held high offices through the power of money was still
regarded as "smelling the odor of copper" and no scholar
would willingly give up the literary future, however uncer- "'
tain, for the contemptible profession of the money-maker.
The banker was called the money devil; and the com1

* ~~f*~~;~~so(;t~~~~~-!;t~~~f:~!r~h~f;{Y~~~?£~~
and importing companies which demanded a highly educated personnel rapidly changed the situation. Prominent
retired officials were invited to become directors; modern
trained students did not hesitate to take up jobs with these
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new business concerns; and in recent times it is not uncommon to see ex-ministers of foreign affairs and ex-prime
ministers becoming general managers or chairmen of
boards of directors in big trading or manufacturing companies. The merchant class which could not buy social
esteem with money has been elevated by raising its own
intellectual level.
The same is true of the rise of the soldier class. The persofiil successes of milit:,try men like Chang Tso-lin and
Tsao Keun did not rew,pve the contempt in which the soldier was formerly held by the public. It was the initial
, successes of the studen·t army of the Huang Pu Cadet.
School as a well-disciplined revolutionary army that first
attracted tkousands of secondary-school graduates and
university students to leave their schools and flock to Canton to be trained as the new soldiers for the salvation of the
nation. And the splendid battles recently fought against
Japan by the new armies both in Shanghai and in Kupeikou and Nantienmen have greatlfeienhanced the social
P.restige of__the new soldier as the \;fender ofthe nation.
~n"'ther new rofessions have accelerated the ch'"ange
in t e social strata.. 'the engineer, t e mo ern tramea
doctor, the lawyer, -the woman teacher, the nurse, the
broker, the seaman, the railway worker, the factory hand,
the party worker are each finding an important place in·
the new society. In one year (1921), there suddenly sprang
' up in Shanghai over 70 exchanges of stocks and bonds; and
the effect was electrifying: hundreds of school teachers deserted their profession to. enlist in the new business that
promised greater rewards and less drudgery.
, Of these, the rise of tile legal rofession is robably the +
most significant.
ma a eve ope er own aw- co es
0
and Iier own theories of jurisprudence; but she never de. veloped the institution of public pleading by specially
trained lawyers on behalf of the parties in a law suit. The
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absence of the legal profession has been largely responsible
for many of the injustices and tortures in the old law
courts. Through the ages, however, there grew up a class
of "masters of litigation," often also known as "rascals of
litigation," who operated as secret managers of law suits,
writing the papers for the litigants, coaching them in the
requirements of the law and the courts, and sometimes
acting as go-between in bribing corrupt magistrates. The
law and the government never recognized this underhand
institution, and always tried to suppress and punish these
"rascals of litigation" as corrupters of men and disturbers
of the peace. And they were usually bad characters, who
•knew very little of law, but plenty of its abuses and corrupt
practices. The advent of the modern lawyer in China does
not merely
~ra -~ew pr~fessio.n,l)ut also the
~C9ffiing of a "ne'Y. age in th~-act111iEistritiOriOflaw and
jliSt~e.
-

meanthense'

7

Another very important change is the breakdown of the
.'\.old
family. Improved means of transportation have en1
abled immigrants to the cities to bring their wives and children with them; the high cost of living in the cities has
placed a necessary check on the size of the family, confining it to the immediate members; and the long absence
from the home community has weakened the old hold of the
elder over the younger generation. New ideas and strange
temptations have begun to play on the young people. •
Old ties have gradually loosened. The wage-earning members of a family no longer find it.Eossible to support the
~thHunproduc_tive ~l1}ker~~young women no lot1ger
\l~ish to liv~_v•~t~~ tJtel!_moth~r~-in-Jaw . ~nd l)i§ters-~~~

~~~~~:g:s ~fu!'~:~:~,o~::~~~e .:;:,:~all~:~n;~

\minutes, instead of elaborate communal events of days;
;-n~ at1~est~~~~~~!J.i,aj~~_-q~1_xdiscal!tinu~.d~b:X t~ ~ity
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dweller. New and loose relations between the sexes, which
would be impossible or at least severely censured in a village community, pass without notice in the busy life of the
cities.
The young students who leave their homes to get an
advanced education in the cities find it difficult to return
to live and work. They have come under new intellectual
influences and new social contacts which make them dissatisfied with the old ways of life back in their ancestral
villages. They break their old betrothals and even marriages, and often carry out what they commonly call "revolutions of the home" at the grave cost of being disowned' •
by their parents or deprived of financial support from
home. Som€ of them openly attack the old ideas of filial
duty, and such criticisms receive applause or silent approval from thousands of their generation. Under the influence
of a movement to induce students to go to France to work
and study, under the allurement of the slogan of "Hard
Work and Inexpensive Education," thousands of young
men deserted their families and ran away to seek their new
education and new life in post-war France, only to find
there no work, no employment open to them, and to find
themselves stranded in a strange land. Some of them had
to request their families to send them money; others simply drifted and landed in the midst of radical revolutionaries and communists.
• All these disintegrating tendencies soon began to worry
the conservatives i"iitlie olct society. For a time they tried
to niake scapeg?at~.YJ _th.~ )e~de_rs of the new intellectual
mci-;eme~ts; i"ill';;aUied' 'their'at'ti'C:l(8"'on 't11eiii: "'Buf such
reactions only gave the new movements greater publicity
~nd therefore wider currency. .T.h~L.fu!.~.EX..i'!..S~~~<;,~.-~E~
Ch:en~~h!1_1 of changing the old.pro:v~J:"b_,-'~/\ciu!~er,)ds the
first of all sins,.:,~nd fiJi:~J piety,Jhe.f1nt qf,al~ v~_rt~~s,_'' in to
a~~le'Y. diC\1,!~, ':fi~l Pi~~y_js...t~~-.r.t~!.Rf<~u .sin.s, a.~.g adul
_ , . _ _ ......... ~.......... ~~ ....,.V..,. .-..

t:,·

'1';·.1':

~~>·":

:.;'~,

';

'..,;i.~"'i..'-"t,__..,._~.'-'"~'""'p!oj..'""'

....... ,,,., .. ,I.
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tery, the first of all virtues." While t,he charge was entir.~ly groundless, that peculiarly effective way of wording
what the conservatives had perceived as the tendency of
the younger generation was a clear indication of the signs
..--of the times. The age-honored idea of filial duty which
/had degenerated into a mere demand of the parents for
material support and unconditiQnal obedience from their
sons, no longer appealed to the reason and imagination of
,-:::,the young generation, and was definitely passing away as a
f ·i moral force in the new and disintegrating society. And,
•__./while the new leaders never exalted adultery to a first
• virtue, they did openly attack the traditional conceptions
of the double standard of sexual morality which legalized
and rationalized the institution of concubinage for men,
but which used all fQr!Us o{social sanctions (government
award of public eulogy, special honorable mention in local
annals and national histories, and stone monuments erected at public expense, etc.) to en~ge widows an~ven
unmarried virgins to die or to refuse to marry in memory of
their dead husbands or betrothed. The conservative defenders of the old o~der. ~ould -n-ot answer these adverse
criticisms and had to resort to force.and persecution. When
these failed, they resigned themselves in despair.
The discussion of sex morality leads us to a considera-

A tion of ~hewh1ch
.chans-ed status of woman in the famiL~ and in
is one of the most important :e..hases of the'
soci~,!:y~

socja!, revolutionjn China. At the _outss:!,jt_i§_necessary
~~c:~2!:~ig_t· ·~11a£~theiJosj"~ion s>Lwg_rn~n .ixt!.l:.~!~ ~~mil y
~,~~~Y!~ so low ~~.many superficial observ~~s~,~~~~Jed ~s
to b~~.C:.:'e. l?!;_!._he contrarJ'J...!Yom~.ll..h.~ alw~~ ~een th;
~.~2ot orilie family_~_T_he ~'!±!J:l2rity of the mother a_gci. the
mother-in-law is vm~P ,known. Even the wife is always
the terror of the husband; no other -~·;;{;;;:;;y. in the world
can compete with China for the distinction of being the
, ..,-;oo ...'~···J'¥..w.ti'N>-.,<>=W'".It.;-~~.. . : -
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nation of hen-pecked husbands. Certainly, no other coun!!Y fias 2roduced so many_s_tQ.rj,.e~ of hen-pecked liusbanas.%
'r~ite built up her strong ];)osition sometimes upon l()';e,
sometimes ti;B2D b~autr- or personalit~ but in most ca~es
upon the fact that she could not be dislodged from her
position: she could not be divorced!
It is true that there was no law forbidding divorce; and
J<that the Classics laid down seven conditio~ for divorcing_~
~ *)"taiousy:, or failure to oear sons, or even talking too
much, wouia ne sufficient to divorce her. But the same
aassics also gave three conditions Ul!.der which she could
:i'ttbe sent away: (1) if she has shared witllthel1iiSEan·d
a=t'liree-year mourning for one of his parents; (2) if th~
husband h~s become rich or attained high official positions
since marriage; or (3) if sh~ has no home to go back to.
~T,hese condi tions-~ere v;rx comn:on and almost ma~e
chvorce absolutely tmposstble. Parttcularly the last condttion was a most powerful protection of the wife, for as
China came more and more under the inhuman influence
of the medieval religions and began to condemn remarriages of widows, the divorced woman found herself with
nowhere to go except tqdeath or the nunnery .. Ifshe still had
parents, they would be ashamed of her; and if she had no
parents, she could not live on her brothers and sisters-inlaw. She had no m2,P.ert of her own· and no face to encounter t e 1sa rova of a 1tiless society.
ere ore,
~ t ere has grown up in society and iru:.eJlgion apeculia:r sen-_
t1ment a ainst divorce. Histor tells us that Confucius, his
son, an 1s grandson al divorced their wives. B~
tliin=a came out oflier medieval age there was no more divorce in res ectable families. A wife threatenedwith
'divorce cou only commit suicide or become a nun; and
both would be terrible blows to the respectability of the~
family. So, by the Ming dynasty, the only justifiable cause
for sencllng awa:r. a wifeh'ad been narrowed down to adu\ '

"*

/:J
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~y, short of which no husband could really divorce a
wife without inviting the strongest social condemnation.
!n ~~e_ Ja~t.t~r
,th~ .s~.yentee11th century a great
writer, -Pu Sung-ling, gavea zr~at d_ealofth~t to the
~1Iefn. ~ unham?f-IP::atji_~es~--and--wrote many--silO'rt

_JiirLQf

s~m~s ~n t~Qtem~,of b!l~bands_ maltreat~d

l:>y

ho_rrihl~

wrves:- llie of the stories he developed into a f!ireat drama
Of 7o,ooo words; and later he enlarged it into a seriaf novel
or- ~~~:It Ol_1_e.,}llillion_ -'Ys>!~S under the title A Marriage
That_lfjlj Awak._e'f} the World. It geals with a trulY. terrible
~i[e_w1tll oiiJX one ey~,_who is guilty of every conceivable
crime an'"d-who maltreats her own parents, her parents-inraw, and in particular her husband whom she treats with
most brutal cruelty and whom she twice tries to murder.
But there is no way of escape, except for the husband to
run away from home and seek a new life in Peking and
later in Szechuan, but she followed after him, and he had
to tolerate her and suffer her cruelties. ):}ut 1'Jlle never committed adult~; and social~t~nd religi~-n ~ired- to
P,rot~ct her trom being__~el_1t__ away or divorced. Aft~r writ~n_a ~ m~lli().a._ \\fOl:Q~J-(11~ ~~t G_am~ tQ _the only ,po~~i~le
-?{- ~onclusion !h<lt such a mar!i~e_m~ ~~-the r~13ult of ac' c~~mulat~9.retrib~~iQ!l <:{~J?_ast existence In which the taoles were turried, and the oppressed was once the oppressor and the oppressor, once the oppressed. Thec:msal chain
could not be br~~~?.._ex\el',~!h~~~t:_e~!lition to fate-and
ffirougn Cfeterm·t·natio-n never again to create causes for '
revenge. in a f~ture existence by short-sighted measures of
human mventton.
\\
• In the last vear~ nf th_~_ni._n.et~cnth,..c_s_Ijl_urya well-known

-a-

.
\1

'sclio.·la.r).Wan~shih-t.'o,. d. . ied a.nd._ l.e(t_.a.n interesting-d.iary in,
which he told all his horribk_s:ufferings at the hands of his
wife-. )~~ ~ai?_0 -ege~!.:~:::f_c<l~ll?\ fi,g_h ~ you, no; ~a~ Ies-

.

~a£efrom you. lrut you are an Illiterate and cannot read
w at-1 write down about you. And you cannot answer
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back.
char e a amst ou nmet
om o our unpar ona e
cr1mes . . . . . This is the only means I have to revenge
myself!" He, too, never thought of divorce as a possible
way of escape.
But what a change h_as come in these recent years! Let
me read a few articles from the new Civil Code, promul~gated December J, IQJO. .
-

'

ART. 1049: Husband and wife max..elf..e_.ct a divorc,e,..t:ll~ms.e.lve.~~bere
tho/mutuall)r' consent to it.
ART. 1050: Divorce by mutual consent is effected in writing and
requires the signatures of at least two witnesses.
ART. 1052: Either spouse may apply to the Court for a divorce pro•
vided that one of the following conditions exist:
·
1. Where the other spouse has committed bigamy;
. 2. Wher~ the other spouse has sexual intercourse with another person;
• 3· Where the spouse receives such ill-treatment from the other
spouse as to render it intolerable to live together;
4· Where the wife has so ill-treated the lineal ascendants of the husband, or has been so ill-treated by them that life in common becomes
intolerable;
5· Where the other party has deserted the spouse in bad faith and
such desertion still continues;
6. Where the other has made an attempt on the life of the spouse;
7· Where the other party-has a loathsome disease which is incurable;
8. Where the other party has a serious mental disease which is incurable;
9· Where it has been uncertain for over three years whether the other
party is alive or dead;
Io. Where the other party has been sentenced to not less than three
years' imprisonment or has been sentenced to imprisonment for an
infamous crime.

Will the new social consciousness make it possible for the
divorced wife to live without public censure and to re,.marrywithout losing respectability? It has, at least in the
cities. The law now provides for com12ensation if the woman cannot SUJ2 ..QLt e~tlL.a ter divorce. Under tfie new
code, dau hters are entitled to an e ual share Wlt t e1r Jf
e inheritance of property from 12arents.
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the J?rivate ,pror~r-~y__of._tJte wife;_, if she chooses to keep it
separate from the property of her husband, is protected by
law.
These emal1ci.Pa!_~O,ES___Le_Elove the modern_ ~oman from
~~ ..theTnvu~era~le l??~iti<?!l ~anj,o~~ _!:~e-~n_<!iv~rcible wife
m the old society-. But in no longer becoming an unremov'able-terror, she Jso ceas_~s_ to be _a nuisance. She has won
~er n_ew,p<:>STti.?~~ ~_y ner own right.
i~n_ger to _oe
marned away w1thout her consent. She must win-ner position by her ciwn charms, her education, and her personality. With the new rights have come also new responsibili'ies. She must live her life as a useful member of society.
And in many cases, she is thrown out into the new world,
unprotected to work with men. She is facing- her perils,
. making her own successes and failures all alone. What
!Yge of ~o_El_anhoo~ _t~e"se _nc:.'V __tights an_~~sponsi bilities
of her,
time
alone will tell.
wl)[ll}ake
.r
.. _
--- ....
-· -·-'- . . . · - - - - - - -

?neisno

A

~---

These are a few of the important changes in the social
life of the Chinese people. As we look back on them and.
view them in the light of historical development we cannot
but hail them as the greatest gains.which Chinese civilization has received from its contact with the life and institu1;..' tions of the West. Even the break-up of the old family,
/\which is of!,en _!atE.c::l!t~PJ" wefl-meani~Iiti~. ~'!st al~
9e col_lsid~::r~c{ as·"~n_e__ of._,th~ greatest a..chieYements i_r:1
_China's _socja!._progress. For the Chinese family of old '
\times rar~eTy, if ever, possessed the valuable virtues which
\\
have sometimes been attributed to it or read into it. The
1
Chinese family is theoretically- built on the foundatio;-;f
I -~- - -- - - - - - - --------- - - ' si!pr_re_~ing_indiyidu'1lity fot: t~e _s~~~- of th~we!!-bej~g- of,
the whole. Tjte g~al b~~s e_cgnomic: it was always
cheaper to live together and cook together in a large
family than for the separate married couples to start life
independently; and it was considered more economical for

if-
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the incompetent members to be helped and supported by
parental or ancestral charity, or by the communal income •
made by the more enterprising and productive brothers.
But the disadvantage of such a system is very great. It is
false economy to place too great a burden on the promising
members of the family. Very often when a boy shows literary gifts and wins a degree in the examination, the
whole family look to him for future maintenance; and
sometimes .a father retires from active work at forty-five
when his son is capable of earning a respectable livi~g.
And this family burden not only often breaks the back of
the productive young man, but also imposes an immoral.
obligation on him to find employment for his good-fornothing relatipns. And even today we often read advertising of public officials in the newspapers thanking their relations for recommending assistants but deeply regretting ...
there were not enough rice bowls to go around.
Moreover., the old family~stem is undesirable because it
is otten a nest of frictions, suspicions, intrigues, oppressions,
and even suicides. The constanJ gnarr.elhetw,.een_sistersin-law is proverbial in China. The OJ2J2ression of daughters-in-law DY. tile moth.~ and the suffering of the mother
in the hands of unreasonable and impossible daughtersin-law, are both common occurrences. History tells us that
there was a famous Chang family in the,s~v~ll~h cen~~ry
which was "ah1eto~"ke~-R'"ni'~'g.;n;~~ti~~~rr~irit''t~e'ther
• without separation. When the emperor of the T'ang dynasty visited the family and m mre31low such a feat was
eyer poss1 e, t e o d. patriarch who was too feeble to
'speak, askeci perm1ss1on to submit his answer in writing.
q
die answer consistea of one hundred co ies of the one
"'-wor ,
or ear!" When forbearance is necessary It 1s certain th7t'ilie.~2;fl!l externality of a large family covers
underneath an impossible demand for the sacrifice of individuality on the part of every man and woman; and the
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suffering, because it is always silent and undemonstrative,
is beyond the comprehension of those whose family system
has long outgrown it. All the much-idealized virtues of
filial piety simply could not exist; and in those rare cases
where they were consciously cultivated, the price paid for
them was nothing short of intense suppression resulting in
mental and physical agony.
~
'!'he_new c_l~!lg~s,__therei_or~ .ar~ Ol}__the_ '~'.holejor,!_he
l' better-:~"tF~ r:~lease thelndividual from the collective relsponsibility of the whole family.) and recognize in him the
lnewrignts-and duties of an indeP.endent member ofalarger
.~ociety. The old framewQ~k_J).a~gQ~ _to p~s, not because of external attacK:s- o-r criticisms, but because it was
i~1capable of holding itself together in the fac(} of the new
forces which claim its members, men or women, for the
Ischool, the factory, the shop, and the world at large.
I
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